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Abstract
A novel technique for construction of minimum storage regenerating (MSR) codes is pre-
sented. Based on this technique, three explicit constructions of MSR codes are given. The first
two constructions provide access-optimal MSR codes, with two and three parities, respectively,
which attain the sub-packetization bound for access-optimal codes. The third construction pro-
vides longer MSR codes with three parities, which are not access-optimal, and do not necessarily
attain the sub-packetization bound.
In addition to a minimum storage in a node, all three constructions allow the entire data to
be recovered from a minimal number of storage nodes. That is, given storage ℓ in each node,
the entire stored data can be recovered from any 2 log2 ℓ for 2 parity nodes, and either 3 log3 ℓ
or 4 log3 ℓ for 3 parity nodes. Second, in the first two constructions, a helper node accesses the
minimum number of its symbols for repair of a failed node (access-optimality). The generator
matrix of these codes is based on perfect matchings of complete graphs and hypergraphs, and
on a rational canonical form of matrices. The goal of this paper is to provide a construction
of such optimal codes over the smallest possible finite fields. For two parities, the field size is
reduced by a factor of two for access-optimal codes compared to previous constructions. For
three parities, in the first construction the field size is 6 log3 ℓ+ 1 (or 3 log3 ℓ+ 1 for fields with
characteristic 2), and in the second construction the field size is larger, yet linear in log3 ℓ. Both
constructions with 3 parities provide a significant improvement over existing previous works,
since only non-explicit constructions with exponential field size (in log3 ℓ) were known so far.
1 Introduction
Regenerating codes are a family of erasure codes proposed by Dimakis et al. [4] to store data in dis-
tributed storage systems (DSSs) in order to reduce the amount of data (repair bandwidth) downloaded
during a repair of a failed node. An (n, k, ℓ, d, β,B)q regenerating code C, for k ≤ d ≤ n− 1, β ≤ ℓ,
is used to store a file of size B in a DSS across a network of n nodes, where each node of the system
stores ℓ symbols from Fq, a finite field with q elements, such that the stored file can be recovered by
downloading the data from any set of k nodes. When a single node fails, a newcomer node which
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substitutes the failed node, contacts any set of d nodes, called helper nodes, and downloads β symbols
from each helper node to reconstruct the data stored in the failed node. This process is called a node
repair process and the parameter d is called the repair degree. There are two general methods of
node repairs: functional repair and exact repair. Functional repair ensures that when a node repair
process is completed, the system is equivalent to the original one, i.e., the stored file can be recovered
from any k nodes. However, the newcomer node may contain a different data from what was stored
in the failed node. Exact repair requires that the newcomer node will store exactly the same data
as was stored in the failed node. Usually, exact repair is required for systematic nodes (nodes that
contain the actual data), while the parity nodes can be functionally repaired.
Based on a min-cut analysis of the information flow graph which represents a DSS, Dimakis et
al. [4] presented an upper bound on the size of a file that can be stored using a regenerating code
under functional repairs,
B ≤
k∑
i=1
min{(d− i+ 1)β, ℓ}.
Given the values of B, n, k, d, this bound provides a tradeoff between the number ℓ of stored symbols
in a node and the repair bandwidth βd. The extremal point on this tradeoff, where ℓ is minimized
is referred to as minimum storage regenerating (MSR) point, and a code that attains it, namely, a
minimum storage regenerating (MSR) code satisfies [4]
(ℓ, βd) =
(
B
k
,
Bd
k(d− k + 1)
)
. (1)
The other extremal point, where βℓ is minimized is referred to asminimum bandwidth regenerating
(MBR) point, and a code that attains it, namely, a minimum bandwidth regenerating (MBR) code
satisfies [4]
(ℓ, βd) =
(
2Bd
2kd− k2 + k
,
2Bd
2kd− k2 + k
)
.
Constructions of MBR codes which support exact repair can be found for example in [11, 12, 13].
Constructions of MSR codes which support exact repair can be found in [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]
and references therein. Note that MSR codes are in particular MDS array codes [2, 3].
In this paper we focus on exact MSR codes which provide minimum repair bandwidth of systematic
nodes and have additional properties listed below.
1. Maximum repair degree d = n− 1: this enables to minimize the repair bandwidth among
all MSR codes. Such MSR codes satisfy (ℓ, βd) =
(
B
k
, B(n−1)
k(n−k)
)
[4].
2. High rate k
n
: in particular the number of parity nodes r = n − k is r = 2 or r = 3 (see
e.g. [10, 15, 16] for previously known constructions of such MSR codes).
3. Optimal access: the number of symbols accessed in a helper node is minimal and equals to the
number β of symbols transmitted during node repair. (See [1, 17] for bounds and constructions
of access-optimal codes.)
4. Optimal sub-packetization factor: for an (n, k, ℓ, d, β,B)q regenerating code, the number
of stored symbols ℓ in a node is also called the sub-packetization factor of the code. Low-rate
( k
n
≤ 1
2
, i.e., r
n
≥ 1
2
) MSR codes with d = n− 1, where ℓ is linear in r were constructed in [11].
However, in the known high-rate ( k
n
> 1
2
) MSR codes ℓ is exponential in k [10, 15]. Moreover,
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it was proved in [17] that for an access-optimal code, given a fixed sub-packetization factor ℓ
and r parity nodes, the largest number k of systematic nodes is
k = r logr ℓ, (2)
i.e., the required sub-packetization factor ℓ is r
k
r .
5. Small finite field: construction of access-optimal MSR codes with r = 2 and optimal sub-
packetization 2
k
2 over a finite field of size 1 + 2 log2 ℓ is presented in [15]. More precisely,
this construction provides a code with a larger number k′ = 3 log2 ℓ of systematic nodes out
of which k = 2 log2 ℓ have the optimal access property. Hence the shortened code with k
systematic nodes is an access-optimal code. For general r, codes with sub-packetization factor
ℓ = rm and k = rm, over Fq, where q ≥ k
r−1rm−1 + 1 were presented in [15] and codes for
any q ≥
(
n
k
)
rm+1 were presented in [1]. In addition, a construction for r = 2 which achieves
k = 2 log2 ℓ and requires q ≥ log2 ℓ + 1 is presented in [7]. This construction requires q to be
even, and while it does not provide the optimal access property, it provides a different property
called optimal update1.
We propose a construction of access-optimal MSR codes with optimal sub-packetization factor
ℓ = rm, k = rm, for r = 2 and r = 3, over any finite field Fq such that q ≥ m + 1 and q ≥ 6m + 1,
respectively. Moreover, for r = 3, if q is a power of 2 then the field size can be reduced to q ≥ 3m+1.
In addition, we present a construction of a longer code which is not access-optimal, with r = 3,
k = 4m, and q = Θ(m).
The comparison of the results presented in this paper with some previously known MSR codes
can be found in the following tables.
C (Theorem 2) [7] [15] (long MDS code) [1] [16] (zigzag code)
ℓ 2m 2m 2m 2m 2m
k 2m 2m 3m 2m m+ 1
access
X for m nodes for 2m nodes X X
optimality
field size q m+ 1 even m+ 1 2m+ 1 2m+ 1 3
Table 1: Comparison of our codes with some previously known MSR codes with two parities.
C1 C2 [15] [1]
[16]
(Theorem 3) (Theorem 5) (long MDS code) (zigzag code)
ℓ 3m 3m 3m 3m 3m
k 3m 4m 4m 3m m+ 1
access
X for 3m nodes for 3m nodes X X
optimality
field size q
even 3m+ 1;
Θ(m) m23m+1 + 1
(
3m+3
3
)
3m+1 4
odd 6m+ 1
Table 2: Comparison of our codes with some previously known MSR codes with three parities.
1DSS codes which satisfy the property that any change in the original data requires minimal updates at the storage
nodes are called optimal update codes.
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1.1 Organization
The construction for r = 2 is given in Section 4 and for r = 3 in Section 5. Additional construction
for r = 3, which does not have the access-optimal property, is given is Section 6. Section 2 and
Section 3 present the techniques and underlying ideas used in Sections 4, 5, and 6. Subsection 2.1
contains some necessary mathematical background, Subsection 2.2 describes the underlying algebraic
problem, and Section 3 explains the outline for all constructions.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Algebra of Matrices - Background and Notations
The constructions in Section 4 and Section 5 extensively use several standard linear-algebraic notions.
For the sake of completeness, we include below a short introduction about these necessary notions.
Some of the given background is not directly used in the constructions, but may assist the reader
with understanding our techniques, and their underlying reasoning.
For a prime power q, F∗q is the set Fq \ {0}, F
ℓ
q is a vector space of dimension ℓ over Fq, which
consists of vectors of length ℓ, and Fℓ×ℓq is the set of all ℓ× ℓ matrices with entries in Fq. It is widely
known that a matrix M ∈ Fℓ×ℓq admits (left
2) eigenvectors and eigenvalues [9, Section VII.7]. If
v ∈ Fℓq and vM = λv for some λ ∈ Fq, then v is called a (left) eigenvector for the eigenvalue λ. The
linear span of all eigenvectors for a certain eigenvalue λ is a subspace of Fℓq, and it is called a (left)
eigenspace of M .
For a subspace S of Fℓq, let SM , {sM | s ∈ S}. The set SM is obviously a subspace of F
ℓ
q, and
if M is invertible then dimS = dim(SM). A subspace S which satisfies SM = S is called a (left)
invariant subspace of M [9, Section XI.4] (in short, S is M invariant). Clearly, an eigenspace of M
is also an invariant subspace of M , but not necessarily vice versa.
For a polynomial p(x) ∈ Fq[x] such that p(x) =
∑d
i=0 pix
i, let p(M) ,
∑d
i=0 piM
i. The charac-
teristic polynomial c(x) of M is the determinant of M − xI [9, Section IX.5], where I is the ℓ × ℓ
identity matrix, i.e. c(M) = 0. Furthermore, there exists a unique monic polynomial m(x) ∈ Fq[x],
of minimum degree, such that m(M) = 0. The polynomial m(x), called the minimal polynomial
of M , divides the characteristic polynomial c(x) of M , and its roots are the eigenvalues of M .
If P ∈ Fℓ×ℓq is an invertible matrix, then the matrices P
−1MP and M are called similar matrices,
and the matrix P is called a change matrix, (or a change-of-basis matrix) [9, Section VII.7]. It is
easily verified that if e0, . . . , eℓ−1 is the standard basis of F
ℓ
q, and p0, . . . , pℓ−1 are the rows of P , then
P−1MP acts on p0, . . . , pℓ−1 exactly as M acts on e0, . . . , eℓ−1. That is, if(
ℓ−1∑
i=0
µiei
)
M =
ℓ−1∑
i=0
δiei (3)
for some coefficients (µi)
ℓ−1
i=0 and (δi)
ℓ−1
i=1 , then(
ℓ−1∑
i=0
µipi
)(
P−1MP
)
=
ℓ−1∑
i=0
δipi.
As a result of this fact, we have that similar matrices share the same eigenvalues, but not necessarily
the same eigenvectors. In addition, similar matrices also share the same minimal polynomial [9,
Section IX.7].
2Unless otherwise stated, all multiplications of a vector v by a matrix M in this paper are from the left, i.e., vM .
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Determining matrix similarity is possible by converting given matrices to one of several canonical
forms. One such canonical form, which does not always exist, is the diagonal form. If a matrix
M is similar to a diagonal matrix then M is called a diagonalizable matrix. It is well known that
M is diagonalizable if and only if there exists a basis of Fℓq in which all vectors are eigenvectors
of M [9, Section VII.8, Theorem 19], and two matrices with the same diagonal form are similar.
Two diagonalizable matrices A and B are called simultaneously diagonalizable if there exists an
invertible matrix P such that P−1AP and P−1BP are diagonal matrices. Equivalently, A and B
are simultaneously diagonalizable if there exists a basis of Fℓq whose vectors are eigenvectors of A
and of B. Since diagonal matrices commute, it is easy to prove that simultaneously diagonalizable
matrices commute as well.
Determining matrix similarity for matrices which are not necessarily diagonalizable is a corollary
of the so-called decomposition theorem [9, Section XI.4, Theorem 8], one of the profoundest results
in linear algebra. In order to state this theorem, we require the notions of a block diagonal matrix
and a companion matrix. A block diagonal matrix is a block matrix (that is, a matrix which is
interpreted as being partitioned to submatrices) in which the only non-zero sub-matrices are on the
main diagonal. A companion matrix of a polynomial p(x) is a deg p× deg p matrix consisting of 1’s
in the main sub-diagonal, the additive inverses of the coefficients of p in the rightmost column, and
0 elsewhere.
The decomposition theorem states that any matrixM is similar to a block diagonal matrix, whose
blocks are companion matrices of certain factors of the characteristic polynomial. The polynomials
corresponding to these companion matrices may be ordered such that any polynomial is a multiple
of the next, and the first one is the minimal polynomial of M . This block diagonal matrix is called
the rational canonical form (rational form, in short) of M , any matrix M ′ is similar to M if and only
if the share the same rational form, which exists over any field.
In what follows, for a set of row vectors T we denote its Fq-linear span by 〈T 〉 and for subspaces
U and V , let U + V , {u + v | u ∈ U, v ∈ V }. For a matrix M we denote its (left) image by
Im(M) , {vM | v ∈ Fℓq} and its row span by 〈M〉.
2.2 The Subspace Condition
Usually, a distributed storage system has a systematic part, i.e. certain nodes in the system should
store an uncoded part of the data. Such nodes are called systematic nodes, and they allow instant
access to their stored data. An efficient repair algorithm for a failed systematic node is vital. In this
paper, we devise an MSR code which allows a minimum repair bandwidth for a failed systematic
node.
This problem was previously studied by [5, 6, 15, 17], where it was shown to be equivalent
to a purely algebraic condition called the subspace condition3. In this subsection we describe this
condition, and explain why codes which satisfy it provide minimum repair bandwidth for a failed
systematic node. We refer the interested reader to [15] for a proof that the subspace condition is also
necessary. A more general formulation of the subspace condition, which is irrelevant in our context,
may also be found in [15].
In an MSR code with k systematic nodes, r parity nodes, sub-packetization ℓ, and maximum
repair degree d = n − 1, a file f ∈ Fkℓq is partitioned into k parts of length ℓ each, denoted by
f = (C1, . . . , Ck). The file f is multiplied by a kℓ× (k + r)ℓ generator block matrix of the form
3[15, 17] used the term “subspace property”.
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

I A1,0 A1,1 · · · A1,r−1
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
I Ak,0 Ak,1 · · · Ak,r−1

 (4)
where I is the ℓ × ℓ identity matrix, and the Ai,j’s are invertible matrices, which satisfy a certain
set of properties [15]. In this paper Ai,j = A
j
i for some A1, . . . , Ak that will be defined in the sequel.
That is, (4) simplifies to


I I A1 · · · A
r−1
1
. . . I
...
. . .
...
I I Ak · · · A
r−1
k

 . (5)
The resulting codeword is partitioned into k+r columns of length ℓ each, denoted (C1, . . . , Ck, Ck+1,
. . . , Ck+r), where for all j ∈ [r] , {1, . . . , r},
Ck+j =
k∑
i=1
Aj−1i Ci.
Each column Ci is stored in a different storage node, where the first k nodes are the systematic ones
and the remaining r nodes are called parity nodes.
Upon a failure of a systematic node m ∈ [k], storing Cm, it is required to repair it by downloading
a minimal amount of data. According to (1), since n = k + r and d = n − 1, we have that the
minimum bandwidth βd in this scenario is
βd =
B
k
·
d
d− k + 1
=
kℓ
k
·
k + r − 1
r
=
ℓ
r
(k + r − 1). (6)
That is, each of the remaining k+ r− 1 nodes should contribute 1/r of its stored data [4]. Sufficient
conditions for this minimum repair bandwidth are as follows.
Definition 1. (The Subspace Condition, [17, Section II] Let ℓ and r be integers such that r divides ℓ.
A set of pairs {(Ai, Si)}
k
i=1, where for all i, Ai is an invertible ℓ× ℓ matrix and Si is an ℓ/r-subspace
of Fℓq, satisfies the subspace condition if the following properties hold.
The independence property: for each i ∈ [k],
Si + SiAi + SiA
2
i + . . .+ SiA
r−1
i = F
ℓ
q.
The invariance property: for all i, j ∈ [k], i 6= j, SiAj = Si.
The nonsingular property: Every square block submatrix of the following block matrix is invert-
ible. 

I A1 · · · A
r−1
1
...
...
. . .
...
I Ak · · · A
r−1
k

 (7)
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If a subspace S satisfies the invariance property for a matrix A, then S is an invariant subspace
of A (see Section 2.1). If a subspace S ′ satisfies the independence property for A, then S ′ is an
independent subspace of A. Notice that the nonsingular property must hold for the code to be an
MDS array code [2, 3], regardless of any applications in distributed storage.
Theorem 1. [15] If the set {(Ai, Si)}
k
i=1 satisfies the subspace condition for given ℓ and r, then the
code whose generator matrix is given in (5) is an MSR code which allows a minimum repair bandwidth
for any systematic node.
The subspaces {Si}
k
i=1 in this theorem are used in the repair process, and are often called repair
subspaces. To repair a systematic node j, the remaining nodes project their data on Sj , i.e. multiply
their data by some full rank matrix whose row span is Sj, and send it to the newcomer. For additional
details see [5, 6, 15, 17].
In order to compute the projections on the subspace Sj, each of the remaining nodes must access
a certain amount of its stored symbols, and clearly, at least ℓ/r symbols must be accessed. A code
in which this minimum is attained is called an access-optimal code [7, 15, 16]. It can be shown that
a code is access-optimal if and only if each subspace Sj has a basis which consists of unit vectors
only [17, Section V].
A set of the form {(Ai, Si)}
k
i=1 is called an (A,S)-set. Since the subspace condition is necessary
and sufficient for construction of MSR codes, this paper will focus solely on the construction of
(A,S)-sets which satisfy it.
3 Our Techniques
Our constructions rely on the properties of some matrix A, to which the matrices in our (A,S)-set
are similar using certain change matrices. These change matrices are defined according to a set of
matchings in the complete r-uniform hypergraph on ℓ vertices Krℓ . In this subsection the matrix A
is described, its properties are discussed, and the use of matchings for the definition of the change
matrices is explained.
The matrix A and the change matrices will be described with respect to a construction with r
parities, for a general r. In the following sections, the cases of r = 2 and r = 3 will be discussed in
detail.
For a given number of parities r and an integer m, the matrix A is an rm × rm block diagonal
matrix whose constituent blocks are the r × r companion matrix of xr − 1. That is,
C ,


0 · · · 0 1
1 · · · 0 0
0 · · · 0 0
0 · · · 1 0

 ,
and the matrix A is
A ,


C
. . .
C

 . (8)
Since it is desirable that A will have as many eigenspaces as possible, we operate over a field Fq,
where r|q − 1. This assumption about q provides the existence of all roots of unity 1, γ1, . . . , γr−1 of
order r in the field Fq (using the well-known Sylow theorems [9, Section XII.5]). It is readily verified
that the eigenvalues of A are 1, γ1, . . . , γr−1 ∈ Fq, since they are the roots of the minimal polynomial
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xr − 1 of A. We note that for the special case of r = 2 (Section 4), we use an additional technique
which allows to operate with any q ≥ m+ 1, without requiring that 2|q − 1.
In what follows we present the structure of the eigenspaces of A, and the eigenspaces of matrices
which are similar to A.
Lemma 1. The matrix C ∈ Fr×rq is a diagonalizable matrix whose set of linearly independent eigen-
vectors is {(1, . . . , 1)} ∪ {(1, γi, γ
2
i , . . . , γ
r−1
i )}
r−1
i=1 . Furthermore, the subspace S = 〈e0〉 is an indepen-
dent subspace of C, i.e. S + SC + . . .+ SCr−1 = Frq.
Proof. It is readily verified that for all i ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}, eiC = ei−1 mod r. Hence, (1, . . . , 1) is an
eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1. In addition, for any i ∈ [r − 1], we have that
(1, γi, γ
2
i , . . . , γ
r−1
i )C = (γi, γ
2
i , . . . , γ
r−1
i , 1)
= γi(1, γi, γ
2
i , . . . , γ
r−1
i ),
and thus the vector (1, γi, γ
2
i , . . . , γ
r−1
i ) is an eigenvector which corresponds to the eigenvalue γi.
These eigenvectors form an r × r Vandermonde matrix [8, p. 270], and hence they are linearly
independent and C is diagonalizable. Since for all i ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}, eiC = ei−1 mod r, we also have
that S + SC + . . .+ SCr−1 = Frq.
The structure of the eigenspaces and eigenvalues of A is a simple corollary of Lemma 1.
Corollary 1. The matrix A is diagonalizable, and the linearly independent eigenvectors of A are as
follows.
1. For the eigenvalue 1, the ℓ/r linearly independent eigenvectors are
(1, 1, . . . , 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0, · · · , 0, 0, . . . , 0)
(0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, . . . , 1, · · · , 0, 0, . . . , 0)
. . .
(0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, · · · , 1, 1, . . . , 1)
2. For the eigenvalue γi, i ∈ [r − 1], the ℓ/r linearly independent eigenvectors are
(1, γi, . . . , γ
r−1
i , 0, 0, . . . , 0, · · · , 0, 0, . . . , 0)
(0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, γi, . . . , γ
r−1
i , · · · , 0, 0, . . . , 0)
. . .
(0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, · · · , 1, γi, . . . , γ
r−1
i )
In addition, if S , 〈e0, er, e2r, . . . , eℓ−r〉 then S + SA + SA
2 + . . .+ SAr−1 = Fℓq.
The matrices in our construction are similar to the matrix A. The following lemma, that is based
on (3), presents the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix which is similar to A.
Lemma 2. If P ∈ Fℓ×ℓq is an invertible matrix whose rows are p0, . . . , pℓ−1, and B , P
−1AP , then
B is diagonalizable, with the following eigenspaces,
A1. For the eigenvalue 1, a basis of the eigenspace is
{∑r−1
j=0 pir+j
∣∣ i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/r − 1}}.
A2. For the eigenvalue γi, a basis of the eigenspace is
{∑r−1
j=0 γ
j
i pir+j
∣∣ i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/r − 1}}.
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In addition, the subspace T , 〈p0, pr, p2r, . . . , pℓ−r〉 satisfies T + TB + TB
2 + . . .+ TBr−1 = Fℓq.
Proof. Notice that the vectors in A1 and A2 are given by multiplying the eigenvectors of A (see
Corollary 1) by the matrix P . If v is an eigenvector of A which corresponds to an eigenvalue λ then
(vP )B = (vP )P−1AP = vAP = λvP,
and hence vP is an eigenvector of B.
Notice that the subspace T may be written as T = 〈e0P, erP, . . . , eℓ−rP 〉 = 〈e0, er, . . . , eℓ−r〉P =
SP , where S = 〈e0, er, e2r, . . . , eℓ−r〉. Hence, it follows from Corollary 1 that
T + TB + TB2 + . . .+ TBr−1 = SP + SPB + SPB2 + . . .+ SPBr−1
= SP + SAP + SA2P + . . .+ SAr−1P
= (S + SA+ SA2 + . . .+ SAr−1)P = FℓqP = F
ℓ
q.
The matrices in our construction are similar to the matrix A. The change matrices which induce
the similarity are defined using perfect colored matchings in the complete r-uniform hypergraph.
Although the specific choice of these change matrices varies from one construction to another, the
general idea behind the use of matchings is roughly identical, and will be explained in the remainder
of this subsection.
Definition 2. A perfect colored matching (matching, in short) is a perfect matching in the r-uniform
hypergraph, whose vertices are colored in r colors, such that no edge contains two nodes of the same
color (see Figure 1).
We denote a matching by Z = (Z(0), . . . , Z(r−1)), where each Z(i) is an ordered color set (i.e. a
subset of all vertices which are colored in the same color), and if Z(i) = (z
(i)
0 , . . . , z
(i)
ℓ/r−1) for each
i ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}, then the edges of Z are{
{z
(0)
j , z
(1)
j , . . . , z
(r−1)
j }
}ℓ/r−1
j=0
.
For example, for r = 2, a matching is denoted by Z = (Z,Z ′) (we use Z and Z ′ instead of Z(0)
and Z(1) for convenience), where Z = (z0, . . . , zℓ/2−1), Z
′ = (z′0, . . . , z
′
ℓ/2−1), and the edges of Z are
{{zi, z
′
i}}
ℓ/2−1
i=0 .
Each matching will be used to construct r (or r+1 in Section 6) change matrices for the (A,S)-set.
Each ℓ×ℓ change matrix is constructed using constituent r×ℓ sub-matrices (9). Each such submatrix
is a function of a single edge in the matching. That is, if the matching is Z = (Z(0), . . . , Z(r−1)), then
r matrices in the (A,S)-set are constructed as Ai = P
−1
i APi, where
Pi =


An r × ℓ submatrix based on
{z
(0)
0 , z
(1)
0 , . . . , z
(r−1)
0 }
An r × ℓ submatrix based on
{z
(0)
1 , z
(1)
1 , . . . , z
(r−1)
1 }
...
An r × ℓ submatrix based on
{z
(0)
ℓ/r−1, z
(1)
ℓ/r−1, . . . , z
(r−1)
ℓ/r−1}


. (9)
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♥ ♦
♦ ♥
Figure 1: A perfect colored matching on the complete (2-uniform hyper)graph with four vertices.
The edges of the matching appear in bold, and the nodes are colored in ♥,♦ such that there is no
monochromatic edge.
The vertices of the r-uniform hypergraph Krℓ are identified with the ℓ unit vectors e0, . . . , eℓ−1. In
all subsequent constructions, the subspaces in the (A,S)-set are defined using the color sets from the
matchings, i.e., if Z = (Z(0), . . . , Z(r−1)) is a matching, then we define r subspaces (r+1 in Section 6)
of dimension ℓ/r as follows
∀i ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}, SZ(i) ,
〈
Z(i)
〉
SZ∗ ,
〈{
z
(0)
i + z
(1)
i + · · ·+ z
(r−1)
i
}ℓ/r−1
i=0
〉
.
That is, each subspace SZ(i) is the span of the color set Z
(i), and the additional subspace SZ∗ is
the span of the sums of each edge in Z. To enlarge the (A,S)-set, different matchings can be used,
as long as they satisfy the following simple condition.
Definition 3. Two matchings X = (X(0), . . . , X(r−1)) and Y = (Y (0), . . . , Y (r−1)) satisfy the pairing
condition if any edge in X is monochromatic in Y, and vice versa (see Figure 2).
♥ ♦
♦ ♥
♠ ♠
♣ ♣
Figure 2: Two matchings in the complete (2-uniform hyper)graph which satisfy the pairing condition.
Each edge in one is monochromatic in the other, and vice versa.
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Subspaces which correspond to distinct matchings X = (X(0), . . . , X(r−1)) and Y = (Y (0), . . . , Y (r−1)),
that satisfy the pairing condition, have a useful property. This property is a corollary of the following
lemma.
Lemma 3. If D ∈ {X(0), . . . , X(r−1)} and E ∈ {Y (0), . . . , Y (r−1)} then |D ∩ E| = ℓ/r2.
Proof. Since X and Y satisfy the pairing condition, D can be written as a union of edges from Y ,
that is, D = ∪
ℓ/r2−1
i=0 {y
(0)
i , y
(1)
i , . . . , y
(r−1)
i }. Hence, D contains exactly ℓ/r
2 elements of E.
By [17, Lemma 11], in any MSR code which attains minimum repair bandwidth, the dimension
of the intersection between any two repair subspaces is at most ℓ/r2. As a result of Lemma 3, we
have that repair subspaces which correspond to different matchings attain this bound with equality.
Corollary 2. If U ∈ {SX(0) , SX(1), . . . , SX(r−1), SX∗} and V ∈ {SY (0) , SY (1) , . . . , SY (r−1), SY ∗}, then
dim(U ∩ V ) = ℓ/r2.
Proof. We distinguish between the following cases.
Case 1. U ∈ {SX(0), SX(1) , . . . , SX(r−1)} and V ∈ {SY (0) , SY (1) , . . . , SY (r−1)}. Let BU and BV be bases
of U and V , respectively, which consists of unit vectors only. Any w ∈ U ∩ V corresponds to a
unique solution to the following equation, whose variables are {αi}
ℓ/r−1
i=0 and {βi}
ℓ/r−1
i=0 .∑
ui∈BU
αiui =
∑
vi∈BV
βivi.
Since all vectors involved in this equation are unit vectors, and since by Lemma 3 we have that
|BU ∩BV | = ℓ/r
2, it follows that exactly ℓ/r2 of the coefficients in the left-hand side are equal
to exactly ℓ/r2 in the right-hand side, and the rest of the coefficients are zero. Therefore, this
equation has exactly ℓ/r2 degrees of freedom, and thus dim(U ∩ V ) = ℓ/r2.
Case 2. U ∈ {SX(0), SX(1) , . . . , SX(r−1)} and V = SY ∗ . Let BU be a basis of U which consists of unit
vectors only. As in the previous case, any w ∈ U ∩ V corresponds to a solution of
∑
ui∈BU
αiui =
ℓ/r−1∑
i=0
βi(y
(0)
i + y
(1)
i + . . .+ y
(r−1)
i ).
By Lemma 3, exactly ℓ/r2 of the edges {y
(0)
i , y
(1)
i , . . . , y
(r−1)
i } are in BU , and hence, (r− 1)ℓ/r
2
of the coefficients in the right-hand side must be zero. The remaining ℓ/r2 coefficients may
be chosen arbitrarily. Thus there are ℓ/r2 degrees of freedom for this equation, and hence
dim(U ∩ V ) = ℓ/r2.
Case 3. U ∈ {SY (0) , SY (1) , . . . , SY (r−1)} and V = SX∗ . This case is symmetric to Case 2.
Case 4. U = SX∗ , V = SY ∗ . Any vector w ∈ U ∩ V corresponds to a solution to
ℓ/r−1∑
i=0
αi(x
(0)
i + x
(1)
i + . . .+ x
(r−1)
i ) =
ℓ/r−1∑
i=0
βi(y
(0)
i + y
(1)
i + . . .+ y
(r−1)
i ).
Any edge {x
(0)
i , x
(1)
i , . . . , x
(r−1)
i } is contained in either of Y
(0), Y (1), . . . , Y (r−1). Hence, for each
value chosen for αi, exactly r distinct values for the different β-s immediately follow. Hence,
this equation also has ℓ/r2 degrees of freedom, and dim(U ∩ V ) = ℓ/r2.
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Remark 1. In the proof of Corollary 2, the subspace SX∗ could equally be replaced with any subspace
of the form 〈{
c0x
(0)
i + c1x
(1)
i + · · ·+ cr−1x
(r−1)
i
}ℓ/r−1
i=0
〉
for any constants ci such that ci 6= 0 for all i, and the subspace SY ∗ could equally be replaced with
any subspace of the form 〈{
d0y
(0)
i + d1y
(1)
i + · · ·+ dr−1y
(r−1)
i
}ℓ/r−1
i=0
〉
for any constants di such that di 6= 0 for all i. This is since cases 2-4 of the proof do not use the
specific choice of ci = 1 and di = 1. This fact will be used in the proof of Lemma 16 to follow.
In the sequel we use a large set of matchings in which every two matchings satisfy the pair-
ing condition. To satisfy the nonsingular property (Definition 1), each matrix of the (A,S)-set is
multiplied by a properly chosen field constant, without compromising the invariance property and
the independence property. The constructions of the (A,S)-sets, which follow the general outline
described in this subsection, are discussed in detail in the following sections.
4 Construction of an MSR Code with Two Parities
4.1 Two Parities Code from One Matching
Recall that the vertices of the complete graph Kℓ are identified by all unit vectors e0, . . . , eℓ−1 of
length ℓ, ℓ = 2m for some integer m, and a matching Z = (Z,Z ′) is a set of ℓ/2 vertex-disjoint edges
of Kℓ. Such a matching will provide an (A,S)-set of size 2, satisfying the subspace condition. The
construction of this (A,S)-set also relies on the following ℓ× ℓ matrices, which resemble the matrix
in (8). For λ ∈ F∗q , consider the following two ℓ/2× ℓ/2 matrices
A+(λ) ,


0 λ 0 0 · · · 0 0
λ 0 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 0 λ · · · 0 0
0 0 λ 0 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 λ
0 0 0 0 · · · λ 0


, A−(λ) , −A+(λ),
and let A(λ) be the following ℓ× ℓ block diagonal matrix
A(λ) ,
(
A+(λ) 0
0 A−(λ)
)
. (10)
The matrix A(λ) possesses several useful properties, which are essential in our construction. These
useful properties follow from the fact that the minimal polynomial of A(λ) is x2 − λ2. This form of
the minimal polynomial shows that the matrix A(λ) acts as a transposition on the vectors of Fℓq which
are not eigenvectors, up to a multiplication by λ. That is, all vectors which are not eigenvectors may
be partitioned to pairs (u, v) such that uA(λ) = v and vA(λ) = λ2u, as proved in Lemma 4 which
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follows. In addition, for field with even characteristic, the matrix A(λ) is non-diagonalizable. To the
best of our knowledge, this constitutes the first construction of an (A,S)-set satisfying the subspace
condition whose matrices are non-diagonalizable. Notice that the multiplication of a vector v by the
matrix A(λ) switches between entries 2t and 2t + 1 of v for all t ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2 − 1}, and multiplies
all entries by either λ or −λ according to t ≤ ℓ/4 − 1 or t > ℓ/4 − 1. This is demonstrated in the
following lemma.
Lemma 4. If P ∈ Fℓ×ℓq is an invertible matrix whose rows are p0, . . . , pℓ−1, and B , P
−1A(λ)P for
some λ ∈ F∗q, then for all t ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2− 1}
p2tB =
{
λp2t+1 if t ≤ ℓ/4− 1
−λp2t+1 if t > ℓ/4− 1
, p2t+1B =
{
λp2t if t ≤ ℓ/4− 1
−λp2t if t > ℓ/4− 1
.
Furthermore, the vectors p2t+1 + p2t and p2t+1 − p2t are eigenvectors of B.
Proof. By (10), for all t ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2− 1} we have that
e2tA(λ) =
{
λe2t+1 if t ≤ ℓ/4− 1
−λe2t+1 if t > ℓ/4− 1
, e2t+1A(λ) =
{
λe2t if t ≤ ℓ/4− 1
−λe2t if t > ℓ/4− 1
.
In addition, since PP−1 = I, it follows that piP
−1 = ei for all i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ− 1}. Therefore, for all
t ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2− 1}
p2tB = p2tP
−1A(λ)P
= e2tA(λ)P
= ±λe2t+1P = ±λp2t+1, (11)
p2t+1B = p2t+1P
−1A(λ)P
= e2t+1A(λ)P
= ±λe2tP = ±λp2t, (12)
where the ± sign distinguishes between the cases t ≤ ℓ/4− 1 and t > ℓ/4− 1. To see that p2t+1+ p2t
and p2t+1 − p2t are eigenvectors of B, notice that by adding and substracting (11) and (12), we have
that
(p2t+1 + p2t)B = ±λ(p2t+1 + p2t) (13)
(p2t+1 − p2t)B = ∓λ(p2t+1 − p2t). (14)
Given a matching Z = (Z,Z ′), it is easily verified that the following two matrices are invertible,
where zi, z
′
i are vertices in the complete graph, which are identified by unit vectors of length ℓ.
PZ ,


z0
z′0 − z0
z1
z′1 − z1
...
zℓ/2−1
z′ℓ/2−1 − zℓ/2−1


, PZ′ ,


z′0
z0 + z
′
0
z′1
z1 + z
′
1
...
z′ℓ/2−1
zℓ/2−1 + z
′
ℓ/2−1


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Definition 4. Given a matching Z = (Z,Z ′), let
AZ(λ) , P
−1
Z · A(λ) · PZ , SZ , 〈Z〉 =
〈
{zi}
ℓ/2−1
i=0
〉
(15)
AZ′(λ) , P
−1
Z′ · A(λ) · PZ′, SZ′ , 〈Z
′〉 =
〈
{z′i}
ℓ/2−1
i=0
〉
. (16)
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4 and Definition 4, we have the following.
Corollary 3. For every i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/4− 1},
ziAZ(λ) =
{
λ(z′i − zi) if i ≤ ℓ/4− 1
−λ(z′i − zi) if i > ℓ/4− 1
, z′iAZ′(λ) =
{
λ(zi + z
′
i) if i ≤ ℓ/4− 1
−λ(zi + z
′
i) if i > ℓ/4− 1
,
and,
• For i ≤ ℓ/4− 1,
– z′i is an eigenvector of AZ(λ) which corresponds to the eigenvalue λ.
– zi is an eigenvector of AZ′(λ) which corresponds to the eigenvalue −λ.
• For i > ℓ/4− 1,
– z′i is an eigenvector of AZ(λ) which corresponds to the eigenvalue −λ.
– zi is an eigenvector of AZ′(λ) which corresponds to the eigenvalue λ.
A matching Z provides an (A,S)-set of size two as follows.
Lemma 5. If Z = (Z,Z ′) is a matching, then {(AZ(λ), SZ), (AZ′(λ), SZ′)} satisfies the subspace
condition.
Proof. For convenience of notation, and since the proof which follows holds for each λ 6= 0, let AZ and
AZ′ denote AZ(λ) and AZ′(λ), respectively. We show that all properties of the subspace condition
are satisfied.
To prove the independence property, notice that by Corollary 3,
SZAZ =
〈
{z′i − zi}
ℓ/2−1
i=0
〉
,
SZ′AZ′ =
〈
{zi + z
′
i}
ℓ/2−1
i=0
〉
,
and thus, SZAZ + SZ = SZ′AZ′ + SZ′ = F
ℓ
q.
To prove the invariance property, notice that by Corollary 3, SZ (resp. SZ′) is a span of eigen-
vectors4 of AZ′ (resp. AZ) and hence it is AZ′ (resp. AZ) invariant.
To prove the nonsingular property, first notice that AZ , AZ′ are invertible since they are defined
as a product of invertible matrices, and thus every 1×1 block submatrix is invertible. Second, notice
that (
I I
AZ AZ′
)
4Note that it does not comply with the definition of an eigenspace, since it contains vectors that correspond to
distinct eigenvalues.
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is invertible if and only if AZ −AZ′ is invertible. Since Z ∪Z
′ is a basis of Fℓq, to show that AZ −AZ′
is invertible it suffices to show that its image contains Z ∪ Z ′.
Let i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2− 1}, and notice that by Corollary 3, if i ≤ ℓ/4− 1 then
λ−1zi(AZ −AZ′) = λ
−1 (ziAZ − ziAZ′)
= λ−1 (λ(z′i − zi) + λzi) = z
′
i
−λ−1z′i(AZ −AZ′) = −λ
−1 (z′iAZ − z
′
iAZ′)
= −λ−1 (λz′i − λ(zi + z
′
i)) = zi.
On the other hand, if i > ℓ/4 + 1, then
−λ−1zi(AZ −AZ′) = −λ
−1 (ziAZ − ziAZ′)
= −λ−1 (−λ(z′i − zi)− λzi) = z
′
i
λ−1z′i(AZ −AZ′) = λ
−1 (z′iAZ − z
′
iAZ′)
= λ−1 (−λm′i + λ(z
′
i + zi)) = zi.
Therefore, for all i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2 − 1}, the vectors zi and z
′
i are in the image Im(AZ − AZ′), which
implies that AZ − AZ′ is of full rank.
From Lemma 5 it is evident that any pair (Z, λ) of a matching Z = (Z,Z ′) and a nonzero field
element λ provides an (A,S)-set of size two. In Section 4.2 which follows we discuss the required
relation between two such pairs (X , λx), (Y , λy) that allow the corresponding (A,S)-sets to be united
without compromising the subspace condition.
4.2 Two Parities Code from Two Matchings
To construct larger (A,S)-sets, we analyse the required relations between two distinct pairs (X , λx),
(Y , λy) of matchings X = (X,X
′), Y = (Y, Y ′) and field elements λx, λy, that allow the construction
of an (A,S)-set of size four. In Lemma 6, which follows, we show that there exist three sufficient
conditions that (X , λx), (Y , λy) should satisfy for this purpose. The first condition states that λx and
λy must be distinct. The second condition, called the pairing condition, appears in Definition 3. The
third condition, which is a more subtle one and will only be relevant in fields with odd characteristic,
is that the vertices of certain edges from X fall into distinct halves defined by the order of Y , and
vice versa.
Clearly, a set {(Xi, λi)}
t
i=1 such that any two pairs satisfy all of the above conditions, will provide
an (A,S)-set of size 2t. In the sequel we provide such a set of size m over Fq, for any m ∈ N and
any q ≥ m+ 1. This set will yield an (A,S)-set of size 2m for q ≥ m+ 1, which consists of matrices
of size 2m × 2m.
Lemma 6. If X = (X,X ′), Y = (Y, Y ′) are matchings and λx, λy are nonzero field elements such
that
B1. λx 6= λy.
B2. X and Y satisfy the pairing condition (see Definition 3).
B3. If λx = −λy, then for all i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2− 1},
if (xi, x
′
i) = (yj, yt) then i ≤ ℓ/4− 1, j ≤ ℓ/4− 1, and t > ℓ/4− 1, and
if (xi, x
′
i) = (y
′
j, y
′
t) then i > ℓ/4− 1, j ≤ ℓ/4− 1, and t > ℓ/4− 1.
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then the (A,S)-set
{(AX(λx), SX), (AX′(λx), SX′), (AY (λy), SY ), (AY ′(λy), SY ′)}
satisfies the subspace condition.
Proof. For convenience, we omit the notations of λx, λy from AX(λx), AX′(λx), AY (λy), and AY ′(λy)
(even so λx and λy are crucial for this proof). The independence property follows directly from
Lemma 5, as well as the non-singularity of any 1×1 submatrix in the nonsingular property. To prove
the invariance property, notice that the cases
SXAX′ = SX SYAY ′ = SY
SX′AX = SX′ SY ′AY = SY ′
follow from Lemma 5 as well. We prove now that SXAY = SX , and the rest of the cases follow by
symmetry.
Since SX =
〈
x0, . . . , xℓ/2−1
〉
, a necessary and sufficient condition for SXAY = SX is that xiAY ∈
SX for each i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2 − 1}. Let xi ∈ SX for some i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2 − 1}. Since X and Y are
matchings over the same vertex set, we have that either xi ∈ Y or xi ∈ Y
′. If xi ∈ Y
′, i.e. xi = y
′
j
for some j ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2− 1}, then by Corollary 3 and by the definition of AY (15), we have that y
′
j
is an eigenvector of AY . Therefore,
xiAY = y
′
jAY = ±λyy
′
j = ±λyxi ∈ SX .
On the other hand, if xi ∈ Y , i.e. xi = yj for some j ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2− 1}, then by Corollary 3,
xiAY = yjAY = ±λy(y
′
j − yj) = ±λyy
′
j ∓ λyyj = ±λyy
′
j ∓ λyxi. (17)
According to B2 (the pairing condition), we have that if yj ∈ X , then y
′
j ∈ X as well. Therefore (17)
is a sum of two vectors in SX , which implies that xiAY ∈ SX .
To prove the nonsingular property, we show that X ∪ X ′ ⊆ Im (AX − AY ), and the rest of the
cases follow by symmetry. Since X ∪ X ′ is a basis of Fℓq, it will follow that rank(AX − AY ) = ℓ as
required. We split the proof to two cases as follows.
Case 1. λx 6= −λy (and thus λx 6= ±λy by B1). If i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2 − 1}, then by A2, we have
that either (xi, x
′
i) = (yj, yt) or (xi, x
′
i) = (y
′
j, y
′
t) for some distinct j, t ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2 − 1}. If
(xi, x
′
i) = (y
′
j, y
′
t), then simple calculations that follow from Corollary 3 show that
xi(AX − AY ) =


λxx
′
i − (λx + λy)xi if i ≤ ℓ/4− 1, j ≤ ℓ/4− 1
λxx
′
i − (λx − λy)xi if i ≤ ℓ/4− 1, j > ℓ/4− 1
−λxx
′
i + (λx − λy)xi if i > ℓ/4− 1, j ≤ ℓ/4− 1
−λxx
′
i + (λx + λy)xi if i > ℓ/4− 1, j > ℓ/4− 1
(18)
x′i(AX − AY ) =


(λx − λy)x
′
i if i ≤ ℓ/4− 1, t ≤ ℓ/4− 1
(λx + λy)x
′
i if i ≤ ℓ/4− 1, t > ℓ/4− 1
−(λx + λy)x
′
i if i > ℓ/4− 1, t ≤ ℓ/4− 1
−(λx − λy)x
′
i if i > ℓ/4− 1, t > ℓ/4− 1.
(19)
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Since λx 6= ±λy, it follows by (19) that x
′
i ∈ Im(AX − AY ), which also implies by (18) that
xi ∈ Im(AX − AY ). If (xi, x
′
i) = (yj, yt), then similar calculations show that
xi(AX − AY ) =


λxx
′
i − (λx − λy)xi − λyy
′
j if i ≤ ℓ/4− 1, j ≤ ℓ/4− 1
λxx
′
i − (λx + λy)xi + λyy
′
j if i ≤ ℓ/4− 1, j > ℓ/4− 1
−λxx
′
i + (λx + λy)xi − λyy
′
j if i > ℓ/4− 1, j ≤ ℓ/4− 1
−λxx
′
i + (λx − λy)xi + λyy
′
j if i > ℓ/4− 1, j > ℓ/4− 1
(20)
x′i(AX − AY ) =


(λx + λy)x
′
i − λyy
′
t if i ≤ ℓ/4− 1, t ≤ ℓ/4− 1
(λx − λy)x
′
i + λyy
′
t if i ≤ ℓ/4− 1, t > ℓ/4− 1
−(λx − λy)x
′
i − λyy
′
t if i > ℓ/4− 1, t ≤ ℓ/4− 1
−(λx + λy)x
′
i + λyy
′
t if i > ℓ/4− 1, t > ℓ/4− 1
. (21)
Now, notice that since xi = yj we have that yj ∈ X . By B2, we also have that y
′
j ∈ X , and
hence y′j = xs for some s ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2 − 1}. We have shown earlier that if xs = y
′
j then
xs = y
′
j ∈ Im(AX − AY ). Similarly, since x
′
i = yt, we have that y
′
t ∈ X
′, i.e. y′t = x
′
r for
some r ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2 − 1}. This implies that xr, x
′
r ∈ Y
′ by the pairing condition, and thus,
x′r = y
′
t ∈ Im(AX −AY ).
Since y′t ∈ Im(AX − AY ), and since λx 6= ±λy, it follows from (21) that x
′
i ∈ Im(AX − AY ).
Therefore, by (20), and since y′j ∈ Im(AX−AY ) and λx 6= ±λy, it follows that xi ∈ Im(AX−AY )
as well.
Case 2. λx = −λy (and thus we have to consider B3). The pairing condition implies that either
(xi, x
′
i) = (yj, yt) or (xi, x
′
i) = (y
′
j, y
′
t) for some distinct j, t ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2 − 1}. However, by
B3, most of the cases in (18),(19),(20),(21) are impossible. Hence, if (xi, x
′
i) = (y
′
j, y
′
t) then
i > ℓ/4− 1, j ≤ ℓ/4− 1, and t > ℓ/4− 1, and thus
xi(AX − AY ) = −λxx
′
i + (λx − λy)xi
x′i(AX − AY ) = (λy − λx)x
′
i.
Since λx 6= λy, we have that xi, x
′
i ∈ Im(AX − AY ). If (xi, x
′
i) = (yj, yt) then i ≤ ℓ/4 − 1, j ≤
ℓ/4− 1, and t > ℓ/4− 1, and thus
xi(AX − AY ) = λxx
′
i + (λy − λx)xi − λyy
′
j
x′i(AX − AY ) = (λx − λy)x
′
i + λyy
′
t.
As in Case 1, we can prove that y′j , y
′
t ∈ Im(AX − AY ), and get that since λx 6= λy, we have
that xi, x
′
i ∈ Im(AX − AY ).
By Lemma 6 we have that two matchings X ,Y and two corresponding field elements λx, λy that
meet the requirements B1-B3, provide an (A,S)-set of size four. Therefore, a construction of a large
set of pairs (Xi, λi), such that any two pairs satisfy B1-B3, is required for a construction of a large
(A,S)-set which satisfies the subspace condition.
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4.3 Construction of Matchings for Two Parities
In the sequel we construct a set {(Xi, λi)}
m−1
i=0 whose elements satisfy the requirements of Lemma 6 in
pairs. We identify vertex ei of Kℓ with the binary m-bit representation of i. We will use the following
standard notion of a boolean cube.
Definition 5. Given a sequence of distinct indices i1, . . . , ik ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1} and a sequence of
binary values b1, . . . , bk ∈ {0, 1}, the boolean cube C({(ij, bj)}
k
j=1), of size 2
m−k, is the set of all
m-bit vectors over {0, 1} that have bj in entry ij for all j = 1, . . . , k. That is,
C({(ij, bj)}
k
j=1) ,
{
x ∈ {0, 1}m | for all j ∈ [k], xij = bj
}
.
We consider the elements in such a boolean cube as ordered according to the lexicographic order (see
Example 1 below), that is, we consider a boolean cube as a sequence rather than a set.
Example 1. If m = 4 then the boolean cube C({(1, 1), (2, 1)}) is the set {v1, v2, v3, v4} such that
(v1, v2, v3, v4) = (0110, 0111, 1110, 1111).
We begin by defining a set of matchings that meets the pairing condition.
Definition 6. For any m ∈ N, define m matchings {Xi = (Xi, X
′
i)}
m−1
i=0 as follows
X2t :
{
X2t = C({(2t, 0), (2t+ 1, 0)}) ◦ C({(2t, 0), (2t+ 1, 1)})
X ′2t = C({(2t, 1), (2t+ 1, 0)}) ◦ C({(2t, 1), (2t+ 1, 1)}),
X2t+1 :
{
X2t+1 = C({(2t, 0), (2t+ 1, 0)}) ◦ C({(2t, 1), (2t+ 1, 0)})
X ′2t+1 = C({(2t, 0), (2t+ 1, 1)}) ◦ C({(2t, 1), (2t+ 1, 1)})
where t ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊m
2
⌋ − 1}, and ◦ indicates the concatenation of sequences. If m is odd, we add the
matching
Xm−1 :
{
Xm−1 = C({(m− 1, 0)})
X ′m−1 = C({(m− 1, 1)})
.
Example 2. If m = 4, then
X0 :
{
X0 = C({(0, 0), (1, 0)}) ◦ C({(0, 0), (1, 1)})
X ′0 = C({(0, 1), (1, 0)}) ◦ C({(0, 1), (1, 1)})
X1 :
{
X1 = C({(0, 0), (1, 0)}) ◦ C({(0, 1), (1, 0)})
X ′1 = C({(0, 0), (1, 1)}) ◦ C({(0, 1), (1, 1)})
X2 :
{
X2 = C({(2, 0), (3, 0)}) ◦ C({(2, 0), (3, 1)})
X ′2 = C({(2, 1), (3, 0)}) ◦ C({(2, 1), (3, 1)})
X3 :
{
X3 = C({(2, 0), (3, 0)}) ◦ C({(2, 1), (3, 0)})
X ′3 = C({(2, 0), (3, 1)}) ◦ C({(2, 1), (3, 1)}),
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which implies that
X0 :
{
X0 = (0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, 0101, 0110, 0111)
X ′0 = (1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110, 1111)
X1 :
{
X1 = (0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 1000, 1001, 1010, 1011)
X ′1 = (0100, 0101, 0110, 0111, 1100, 1101, 1110, 1111)
X2 :
{
X2 = (0000, 0100, 1000, 1100, 0001, 0101, 1001, 1101)
X ′2 = (0010, 0110, 1010, 1110, 0011, 0111, 1011, 1111)
X3 :
{
X3 = (0000, 0100, 1000, 1100, 0010, 0110, 1010, 1110)
X ′3 = (0001, 0101, 1001, 1101, 0011, 0111, 1011, 1111),
where the values in bold indicate the fixed entries in each boolean cube.
Before we choose a field element for each matching, which satisfies B1-B3 of Lemma 6, we prove
that the matchings from Definition 6 satisfy the pairing condition.
Lemma 7. Each two distinct matchings Xi,Xj from Definition 6 satisfy the pairing condition.
Proof. Denote the elements of the matchings Xi,Xj as
Xi = (xi,0, . . . , xi,ℓ/2−1)
X ′i = (x
′
i,0, . . . , x
′
i,ℓ/2−1)
Xj = (xj,0, . . . , xj,ℓ/2−1)
X ′j = (x
′
j,0, . . . , x
′
j,ℓ/2−1).
By Definition 6, it is evident that in every edge (xi,t, x
′
i,t) ∈ Xi, the i-th entry of xi,t is 0, the i-th
entry of x′i,t is 1, and the rest of the entries are identical. Similarly, in every edge (xj,t, x
′
j,t) ∈ Xj , the
j-th entry of xj,t is 0, the j-th entry of x
′
j,t is 1, and the rest of the entries are identical. Therefore,
for every edge (xi,t, x
′
i,t) ∈ Xi, if the j-th entry of both xi,t and x
′
i,t is 0, then xi,t, x
′
i,t ∈ Xj, and if it
is 1, then xi,t, x
′
i,t ∈ X
′
j. Therefore, Xj is a union of edges from Xi. The proof that Xi is a union of
edges from Xj is similar.
We now turn to choose a proper nonzero field element for every matching from Definition 6. This
choice must comply with requirements B1 and B3 of Lemma 6. Note that if q is even, then B3
follows from B1 (vacuously). Hence, if the field characteristics is 2, the choice of field elements is
straightforward.
Lemma 8. If q ≥ m+1 is a power of two, then by any arbitrary choice of pairwise distinct elements
from F∗q for the m matchings from Definition 6, the resulting (A,S)-set satisfies B1-B3 from Lemma 6.
Proof. Since the assigned elements are distinct, every two matchings satisfy property B1 of Lemma 6.
According to Lemma 7, every two matchings satisfy the pairing condition (B2) as well. Since q is
even, property B3 is implied by property B1.
If q is odd, more care is needed for the mapping of nonzero field elements to the matchings. We
do this by choosing field elements λ and −λ for two adjacent matchings X2t,X2t+1.
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Lemma 9. Let q ≥ m + 1 be a power of an odd prime. Assume we are given an arbitrary choice
of pairwise distinct elements from F∗q to the m matchings from Definition 6, such that for X2t,X2t+1,
some elements λ,−λ are chosen for every t ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊m
2
⌋−1}. Then, the resulting (A,S)-set satisfies
B1-B3 from Lemma 6.
Proof. For every two distinct matchings, requirement B1 of Lemma 6 is trivially satisfied, and re-
quirement B2 is satisfied by Lemma 7. To prove B3, let λi = −λj be two field elements which
are chosen for two matchings Xi,Xj. Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) assume that i = 2t and
j = 2t+ 1 for some t ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊m
2
⌋ − 1}.
Let (x2t,s, x
′
2t,s) be an edge in X2t, which implies that the (2t)-th bit of x2t,s is 0 and the (2t)-th
bit of x′2t,s is 1. To prove B3, we must show that
if (x2t,s, x
′
2t,s) = (x2t+1,u, x2t+1,r) then s ≤ ℓ/4− 1, u ≤ ℓ/4− 1, and r > ℓ/4− 1, and
if (x2t,s, x
′
2t,s) = (x
′
2t+1,u, x
′
2t+1,r) then s > ℓ/4− 1, u ≤ ℓ/4− 1, and r > ℓ/4− 1.
If (x2t,s, x
′
2t,s) = (x2t+1,u, x2t+1,r) for some u, r ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2 − 1}, it follows that the (2t)-th bit of
x2t+1,s and x
′
2t+1,s is 0. Therefore
x2t,s = x2t+1,u ∈ C({(2t, 0), (2t+ 1, 0)})
x′2t,s = x2t+1,r ∈ C({(2t, 1), (2t+ 1, 0)}),
and hence, by the definition of X2t+1 (Definition 6), it follows that u ≤ ℓ/4− 1 and r > ℓ/4− 1. In
addition, by the definition of X2t it follows that s ≤ ℓ/4− 1.
If (x2t,s, x
′
2t,s) = (x
′
2t+1,u, x
′
2t+1,r) for some u, r ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/2− 1}, it follows that the (2t)-th bit of
x2t+1,s and x
′
2t+1,s is 1. Therefore
x2t,s = x
′
2t+1,u ∈ C({(2t, 0), (2t+ 1, 1)})
x′2t,s = x
′
2t+1,r ∈ C({(2t, 1), (2t+ 1, 1)}),
and hence, by the definition of X2t+1, it follows that u ≤ ℓ/4 − 1 and r > ℓ/4 − 1. In addition, by
the definition of X2t it follows that s > ℓ/4− 1.
The main construction of this section is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If m is a positive integer and q ≥ m+1 is a prime power, then there exists an explicitly
defined (A,S)-set C of size 2m and 2m×2m matrices over Fq, which satisfies the subspace condition.
Proof. Let {Xi = (Xi, X
′
i)}
m−1
i=0 be the set of matchings from Definition 6, which by Lemma 7, satisfies
the pairing condition (Definition 3). If q is even, then let λ0, . . . , λm−1 be distinct elements in F
∗
q,
and let
C ,
m−1⋃
i=0
{
(AXi(λi), SXi), (AX′i(λi), SX′i)
}
, (22)
where (AXi(λi), SXi), (AX′i(λi), SX′i) were defined in Lemma 5. Since conditions B1-B3 of Lemma 6
are met with respect to every two matchings and their respective field elements, it follows that C
satisfies the subspace condition.
If q is odd, let λ0, . . . , λm−1 be distinct elements in F
∗
q such that λ2t = −λ2t+1 for every t ∈
{0, . . . , ⌊m
2
⌋ − 1}. Define C in a similar way to the one defined in (22). Conditions B1 and B2 are
satisfied as in the case of an even q. Condition B3 is satisfied by Lemma 9, and therefore C satisfies
the subspace condition in this case as well.
Notice that since each repair subspace in Theorem 2 contains a basis of unit vectors, it follows
that the resulting code has the access-optimal property (see Section 2.2). Moreover, it is readily
verified that the resulting code attains the sub-packetization bound for access-optimal codes (2).
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5 Construction of an MSR Code with Three Parities
In this section we construct MSR codes with three parities using the framework mentioned in Subsec-
tion 3. The size of the matrices is ℓ× ℓ, where ℓ = 3m for some integer m. This construction requires
that all three roots of unity of order three lie in the base field (which implies the necessary condition
3|q − 1). If q is odd we require that q ≥ 6m+ 1 and if q is even we require that q ≥ 3m+ 1. As the
roots of unity of order three play an important role in this section, recall the following properties of
these roots, some of which can be generalized for every set of roots of unity of any order.
Lemma 10. If q is a prime power such that 3|q− 1, then Fq contains three distinct roots of unity of
order three 1, γ1, γ2, which satisfy 1 + γ1 + γ2 = 0, γ
2
1 = γ2, and γ
−1
2 = γ1.
Proof. The existence of all roots of unity in Fq is a consequence of the Sylow Theorems [9, Section
XII.5]. In addition, it is widely known that the sum of all roots of unity of any order is 0 [8,
Chapter 2, Ex. 2.49]. The other properties follow from the fact that {1, γ1, γ2} is a multiplicative
subgroup of F∗q .
From now on we assume that 3|q − 1, and 1, γ1, γ2 are the three roots of unity of order three.
Notice that this necessary condition rules out the possibility of using fields with characteristic 3.
Proving the nonsingular property for three parities becomes more involved, since we must show
that any 1 × 1, 2 × 2, and 3× 3 block submatrix of (7) is invertible. Fortunately, showing that any
1× 1 block submatrix (that is, an entry in (7)) is invertible is trivial in our construction. Moreover,
assuming that any entry of (7) is invertible, and that submatrices of the form(
I Ai
I Aj
)
are invertible, by using block-row operations5 we have that matrices of the form(
Ai A
2
i
Aj A
2
j
)
are invertible as well. That is, by multiplying the top row of the latter matrix by A−1i and multiplying
the bottom row by A−1j , we get the former matrix. Hence, for three parities, to show that an (A,S)-set
satisfies the nonsingular it suffices to show the following three conditions.
Conditions for the nonsingular property: (three parities)
1. For all i, j ∈ [k], i 6= j, the matrix
(
I Ai
I Aj
)
is invertible.
2. For all i, j ∈ [k], i 6= j, the matrix
(
I A2i
I A2j
)
is invertible.
3. For all distinct i, j, t ∈ [k], the matrix

I Ai A2iI Aj A2j
I At A
2
t

 is invertible.
5The three standard block operations are interchanging two block rows (columns), multiplying a block row (column)
from the left (right) by a non-singular matrix, and multiplying a block row (column) by a matrix from the left (right)
and adding it to another row.
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5.1 Three Parities from One Matching
Recall that in Section 4, every matching Z (Definition 2) provided an (A,S)-set (AZ , SZ), (AZ′, SZ′),
where SZ is an eigenspace of AZ′ and SZ′ is an eigenspace of AZ . Later on, we added together
(A,S)-sets which were defined by different matchings satisfying the pairing condition (Definition 3).
For three parities, we consider the natural generalization of matchings in the complete 3-unifrom
hypergraph.
Similarly to Section 4, this construction will rely on ℓ× ℓ matrices whose minimal polynomial is
x3−λ3 for some λ ∈ F∗q. All the matrices in the (A,S)-set will be similar to the matrix A (8), which
for r = 3 takes the form of
A ,


0 0 1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 · · · 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 · · · 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 1 0


. (23)
According to Corollary 1 we have the following lemma.
Lemma 11. The matrix A (23) is diagonalizable, with the following eigenspaces,
1. For the eigenvalue 1, a basis of the eigenspace is
{ (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, . . . , 0, 0, 0),
. . .
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 1, 1, 1) }.
2. For the eigenvalue γ1, a basis of the eigenspace is
{ (1, γ1, γ2, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 0, 1, γ1, γ2, . . . , 0, 0, 0),
. . .
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 1, γ1, γ2) }.
3. For the eigenvalue γ2, a basis of the eigenspace is
{ (1, γ2, γ1, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 0, 1, γ2, γ1, . . . , 0, 0, 0),
. . .
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 1, γ2, γ1) }.
In addition, the subspace S , 〈e0, e3, e6, . . .〉 is an independent subspace of A.
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The matrices in our (A,S)-set are similar to a constant multiple of the matrix A, and thus they
are also diagonalizable. The structure of their eigenspaces, which follows from Lemma 11, is as
follows.
Lemma 12. If P ∈ Fℓ×ℓq is an invertible matrix whose rows are p0, . . . , pℓ−1, and M , λP
−1AP for
some λ ∈ F∗q, then M has the following eigenspaces,
1. For the eigenvalue λ, a basis of the eigenspace is {p3i + p3i+1 + p3i+2 | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1}}.
2. For the eigenvalue γ1λ, a basis of the eigenspace is {p3i+γ1p3i+1+γ2p3i+2 | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3−1}}.
3. For the eigenvalue γ2λ, a basis of the eigenspace is {p3i+γ2p3i+1+γ1p3i+2 | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3−1}}.
In addition, the subspace S , 〈p0, p3, p6, . . .〉 is an independent subspace of M .
We are now in a position to describe the (A,S)-set, of size three, that is given by a single-
matching. (A,S)-sets that are given by a union of single-matching (A,S)-sets will be discussed in
the sequel. As mentioned earlier, all three matrices of this (A,S)-set are similar to A. The ℓ × ℓ
change matrices are defined using 3 × ℓ constituent blocks (see (9)) as follows. For α, β ∈ F∗q and
u, v, w ∈ Fℓq, let
N(α, β, u, v, w) =

1 0 01 − αγ1
γ1−1
β
γ1−1
1 α
γ1−1
− βγ1
γ1−1

 ·

uv
w

 . (24)
The determinant of the 3×3 matrix in (24) equals αβ · γ1+1
γ1−1
, which is nonzero, and thus N(α, β, u, v, w)
is row-equivalent to a matrix whose rows are u, v, w, for any choice of α, β ∈ F∗q. This fact gives rise
to the following necessary lemma, which can be easily proved.
Lemma 13. If Z = (Z,Z ′, Z ′′) is a matching, then for any choice of α, α′, α′′ and β, β ′, β ′′, in F∗q,
the following matrices are invertible.
PZ ,


N(α, β, z0, z
′
0, z
′′
0 )
N(α, β, z1, z
′
1, z
′′
1 )
...
N(α, β, zℓ/3−1, z
′
ℓ/3−1, z
′′
ℓ/3−1)

 , PZ′ ,


N(α′, β ′, z′0, z
′′
0 , z0)
N(α′, β ′, z′1, z
′′
1 , z1)
...
N(α′, β ′, z′ℓ/3−1, z
′′
ℓ/3−1, zℓ/3−1)

 ,
PZ′′ ,


N(α′′, β ′′, z′′0 , z0, z
′
0)
N(α′′, β ′′, z′′1 , z1, z
′
1)
...
N(α′′, β ′′, z′′ℓ/3−1, zℓ/3−1, z
′
ℓ/3−1)


Lemma 14. If Z = (Z,Z ′, Z ′′) is a matching, then for any λ ∈ F∗q, the following (A,S)-set satisfies
the subspace condition.
AZ(λ) , λ · P
−1
Z APZ , SZ , 〈Z〉
AZ′(λ) , λ · P
−1
Z′ APZ′, SZ′ , 〈Z
′〉
AZ′′(λ) , λ · P
−1
Z′′APZ′′ , SZ′′ , 〈Z
′′〉
where α, α′, α′′, β, β ′, β ′′ are nonzero field elements that will be chosen according to the field charac-
teristic.
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Proof. For convenience of notation, denote AZ(λ), AZ′(λ), and AZ′′(λ) by AZ , AZ′, and AZ′′, respec-
tively. To prove the independence property, it follows from Lemma 12 that for any matrix of the
form P−1AP , where the rows of P are {p0, . . . , pℓ−1}, the subspace 〈p0, p3, . . .〉 is an independent
subspace of P−1AP . Notice that the vectors in PZ that correspond to rows pi with i ≡ 0 mod 3 are
{z0, . . . , zℓ/3−1}. Hence, SZ is an independent subspace of AZ . Similarly, we have that SZ′, SZ′′ are
independent subspaces of AZ′, AZ′′, respectively. Therefore, the independence property is satisfied.
To show the invariance property, the eigenspaces of AZ , AZ′, and AZ′′ , are computed according
to Lemma 12. The eigenspace of AZ that corresponds to the eigenvalue γ1λ is the span of vectors of
the form p3i + γ1p3i+1 + γ2p3i+2, for i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3 − 1}, where pj is the j-th row of PZ . Therefore,
by the definition of N (24), we have that the eigenspace of AZ that corresponds to the eigenvlaue
γ1λ is the span of{
zi + γ1 ·
(
zi −
αγ1
γ1 − 1
z′i +
β
γ1 − 1
z′′i
)
+ γ2 ·
(
zi +
α
γ1 − 1
z′i −
βγ1
γ1 − 1
z′′i
) ∣∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ/3− 1
}
=
{
(1 + γ2 + γ1)zi + βz
′′
i
∣∣ 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ/3− 1} =
{βz′′i | 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ/3− 1}
and clearly, this is SZ′′. Similarly, we have that the eigenspace of AZ which corresponds to the
eigenvalue γ2λ is SZ′. Hence, the subspaces SZ′ and SZ′′ are invariant subspaces of AZ . By identical
arguments, it can be shown that for AZ′, the eigenspace that corresponds to the eigenvalue γ2λ is SZ′′
and the eigenspace that corresponds to the eigenvalue γ1λ is SZ . Furthermore, the eigenspace of AZ′′
that corresponds to the eigenvalue γ2λ is SZ , and the eigenspace that corresponds to the eigenvalue
γ1λ is SZ′. Therefore, the invariance property holds.
To show the nonsingular property, we show that Conditions 1-3 are met. To prove Condition 1 it
should be shown that rank(AZ −AZ′′) = ℓ, rank(AZ −AZ′) = ℓ, and rank(AZ′ −AZ′′) = ℓ. To show
that rank(AZ −AZ′′) = ℓ, it will be proved that for all 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ/3− 1, {zi, z
′
i, z
′′
i } ⊆ Im(AZ −AZ′′).
Since Z ∪ Z ′ ∪ Z ′′ is a basis of Fℓq, the claim will follow.
By the structure of the matrix A, it can be easily verified that if P is an invertible matrix whose
rows are {p0, . . . , pℓ−1}, then
p3iλP
−1AP = λp3i+2
p3i+1λP
−1AP = λp3i
p3i+2λP
−1AP = λp3i+1,
and therefore,
ziAZ = λ
(
zi +
α
γ1 − 1
z′i −
βγ1
γ1 − 1
z′′i
)
z′′i AZ′′ = λ
(
z′′i +
α′′
γ1 − 1
zi −
β ′′γ1
γ1 − 1
z′i
)
.
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Hence, since SZ′, SZ′′ are eigenspaces of AZ and SZ , SZ′ are eigenspaces of AZ′′, it follows that
zi(AZ − AZ′′) = ziAZ − ziAZ′′
= λ
(
zi +
α
γ1 − 1
z′i −
βγ1
γ1 − 1
z′′i
)
− γ2λzi
= λ
(
(1− γ2)zi +
α
γ1 − 1
z′i −
βγ1
γ1 − 1
z′′i
)
z′i(AZ − AZ′′) = z
′
iAZ − z
′
iAZ′′ = λ (γ2 − γ1) z
′
i
z′′i (AZ − AZ′′) = z
′′
i AZ − z
′′
i AZ′′
= γ1λz
′′
i − λ
(
z′′i +
α′′
γ1 − 1
zi −
β ′′γ1
γ1 − 1
z′i
)
= λ
(
−
α′′
γ1 − 1
zi +
β ′′γ1
γ1 − 1
z′i + (γ1 − 1)z
′′
i
)
,
which in a more convenient matrix notation becomes
ziz′i
z′′i

 · (AZ − AZ′′) = λ

1− γ2
α
γ1−1
− βγ1
γ1−1
0 γ2 − γ1 0
− α
′′
γ1−1
β′′γ1
γ1−1
γ1 − 1

 ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 , λ · Φ ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 . (25)
To show that zi, z
′
i, z
′′
i ∈ Im(AZ − A
′′
Z), it suffices to show that Φ is invertible. Since λ(γ2 − γ1) 6= 0,
it is enough to prove that (
1− γ2 −
βγ1
γ1−1
− α
′′
γ1−1
γ1 − 1
)
(26)
is invertible. Simple calculations, which follow from the properties of γ1, γ2 (Lemma 10) show that
this matrix has a nonzero determinant if and only if6 α′′β 6= 9. Similar arguments show that
rank(AZ − AZ′) = ℓ and rank(AZ′ − AZ′′) = ℓ if and only if α
′β ′′ 6= 9 and αβ ′ 6= 9, respectively.
Proper α, α′, α′′, β, β ′, β ′′ will be chosen is the sequel.
To show Condition 2, it must proved that the difference between any two squares of matrices in
the (A,S)-set has full rank. Fortunately, the squares of the matrices in the (A,S)-set present a very
similar behavior to the matrices themselves. That is, if we denote any matrix in the (A,S)-set by
Aˆ = λP−1AP , then Aˆ2 = λ2P−1A2P , and
if vAˆ = λγ1v , then vAˆ
2 = λ2γ2v,
if vAˆi = λγ2v , then vAˆ
2 = λ2γ1v.
Hence, if S1, S2 are the eigenspaces of Aˆ that correspond to the eigenvalues λγ1, λγ2, respectively,
then the eigenspaces of Aˆ2 that correspond to the eigenvalues λ2γ1, λ
2γ2 are S2, S1, respectively.
Moreover, we have that
ziA
2
Z = λ
2
(
zi −
αγ1
γ1 − 1
z′i +
β
γ1 − 1
z′′i
)
z′′i A
2
Z′′ = λ
2
(
z′′i −
α′′γ1
γ1 − 1
zi +
β ′′
γ1 − 1
z′i
)
,
6Any n ∈ N denotes the summation of n copies of the unity of the field Fq.
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and hence,
zi(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′′) = λ
2
(
(1− γ1)zi −
αγ1
γ1 − 1
z′i +
β
γ1 − 1
z′′i
)
z′i(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′′) = λ
2 (γ1 − γ2) z
′
i (27)
z′′i (A
2
Z − A
2
Z′′) = λ
2
(
α′′γ1
γ1 − 1
zi −
β ′′
γ1 − 1
z′i + (γ2 − 1)z
′′
i
)
,
which in matrix notation becomes
ziz′i
z′′i

 · (A2Z −A2Z′′) = λ2

1− γ1 −
αγ1
γ1−1
β
γ1−1
0 γ1 − γ2 0
α′′γ1
γ1−1
− β
′′
γ1−1
γ2 − 1

 ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 , λ2 ·Ψ ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 .
As in Condition 1, we show that Ψ is invertible. Surprisingly, we have that det Φ = − det Ψ, and
thus Condition 1 and Condition 2 are implied by the same requirements α′′β 6= 9, α′β ′′ 6= 9, and
αβ ′ 6= 9.
To prove Condition 3, first notice that the following two matrices are row-equivalent, provided
that AZ′ −AZ is invertible.
 I I IAZ AZ′ AZ′′
A2Z A
2
Z′ A
2
Z′′

 ,

I I I0 I (AZ′ − AZ)−1(AZ′′ − AZ)
0 0 (A2Z − A
2
Z′′)− (A
2
Z −A
2
Z′)(AZ − AZ′)
−1(AZ − AZ′′)

 (28)
Therefore, Condition 3 is met if and only if the underlined matrix in (28) is invertible. Since AZ′′−AZ
is invertible (given a proper choice for α, . . . , β ′′), it follows that the underlined matrix is invertible
if and only if
L , (A2Z −A
2
Z′′)(AZ −AZ′′)
−1 − (A2Z −A
2
Z′)(AZ − AZ′)
−1
is invertible. To show that L is indeed invertible, we show that {zi, z
′
i, z
′′
i } ⊆ Im(L) for every
i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1}. By (27), and by the corresponding equations for A2Z − A
2
Z′, we have that
λ−2ziL = (1− γ1)zi(AZ −AZ′′)
−1 −
αγ1
γ1 − 1
z′i(AZ − AZ′′)
−1 +
β
γ1 − 1
z′′i (AZ − AZ′′)
−1
− (1− γ2)zi(AZ − AZ′)
−1 +
αγ1
γ1 − 1
z′i(AZ − AZ′)
−1 −
β
γ1 − 1
z′′i (AZ −AZ′)
−1
λ−2z′iL = (γ1 − γ2)z
′
i(AZ − AZ′′)
−1+ (29)
β ′
γ1 − 1
zi(AZ −AZ′)
−1 − (γ1 − 1)z
′
i(AZ − AZ′)
−1 −
α′γ1
γ1 − 1
z′′i (AZ −AZ′)
−1
λ−2z′′i L =
α′′γ1
γ1 − 1
zi(AZ −AZ′′)
−1 −
β ′′
γ1 − 1
z′i(AZ −AZ′′)
−1 + (γ2 − 1)z
′′
i (AZ − AZ′′)
−1
− (γ2 − γ1)z
′′
i (AZ − AZ′)
−1.
In matrix notation, this turns to
λ−2

ziz′i
z′′i

L =

1− γ1 −
αγ1
γ1−1
β
γ1−1
0 γ1 − γ2 0
α′′γ1
γ1−1
− β
′′
γ1−1
γ2 − 1

 ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ − AZ′′)−1
+

γ2 − 1
αγ1
γ1−1
− β
γ1−1
β′
γ1−1
1− γ1 −
α′γ1
γ1−1
0 0 γ1 − γ2

 ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ − AZ′)−1. (30)
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Now, using (25), and the similar equation for AZ − AZ′, the expressions
ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ − AZ′)−1,

ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ − AZ′′)−1
can be given as functions of zi, z
′
i, z
′′
i , λ, and the matrix Φ, e.g., by multiplying (25) from the right
by (AZ − AZ′′)
−1, and from the left by λ−1Φ−1. By performing this substitution, we have that (30)
may be written as
λ−2

ziz′i
z′′i

L = Υ

ziz′i
z′′i

 ,
for some 3× 3 matrix Υ whose entries are functions of 1, γ1, γ2, α, . . . , β
′′. After some tedious calcu-
lations, we have that
detΥ =
γ2 − 1
−3λ3
·
αα′α′′ββ ′β ′′ + 27αα′α′′ + 27ββ ′β ′′ + 729
(γ2 − 1)(αα′′ββ ′)− 9(γ2 + 1)α′′β − 9(γ2 + 1)αβ ′ + 81(γ2 + 1)
.
We show that every possible field has a simple corresponding choice of values from {1, γ1, γ2} to
α, . . . , β ′′ such that the conditions det∆ 6= 0, a′′β 6= 9,α′β ′′ 6= 9, and αβ ′ 6= 9 are satisfied.
Case 1. If the characteristic is 2, choose α = 1, α′ = γ1, α
′′ = γ1, β = 1, β
′ = γ2, β
′′ = 1, and then,
α′′β = γ1, α
′β ′′ = γ1, αβ
′ = γ2, detΥ =
622γ2 − 781
λ3(−273γ2 − 273)
=
1
λ3(γ2 + 1)
and since 9 = 1 /∈ {γ1, γ2}, it follows that all conditions are satisfied.
Case 2. If the characteristic is 7, choose α = γ2, α
′ = 1, α′′ = 1, β = 1, β ′ = γ1, β
′′ = 1. Hence,
α′′β = 1, α′β ′′ = 1, αβ ′ = 1, detΥ =
703(1− γ2)
192λ3(γ2 + 1)
=
1− γ2
λ3(γ2 + 1)
,
and since 9 6= 1, all conditions are met as well.
Case 3. If the characteristic neither 2 nor 7, choose α = . . . = β ′′ = 1, and then,
α′′β = 1, α′β ′′ = 1, αβ ′ = 1, detΥ =
49(1− γ2)
12λ3(γ2 + 1)
.
Notice that we may divide by 12 = 22 · 3 since the characteristic is neither 2 nor 3. Since 9 6= 1
and 7 6= 0, all conditions are satisfied.
5.2 Three Parities from Two Matchings
We are now in a position to describe a construction of an (A,S)-set for three parities from more
than one matching. In what follows we show that (A,S)-sets which correspond to two matchings
which satisfy the pairing condition, may be united to achieve a larger (A,S)-set, given a proper
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choice of λx, λy. In the following lemmas of this subsection, X = (X,X
′, X ′′),Y = (Y, Y ′, Y ′′) are
two matchings that satisfy the pairing condition (Definition 3) and7
CX , {(AX , SX), (AX′, SX′), (AX′′ , SX′′)},
CY , {(AY , SY ), (AY ′, SY ′), (AY ′′ , SY ′′)}.
Lemma 15. If C ∈ {AX , AX′ , AX′′} then the eigenspace of C which corresponds to the eigenvalue
λx is of the form
〈
{c0xi + c1x
′
i + c2x
′′
i }
ℓ/r−1
i=0
〉
for some nonzero constants c′is. A similar claim holds
for D ∈ {AY , AY ′ , AY ′′}.
Proof. According to Lemma 12 and Lemma 14, the eigenspace of AX which corresponds to the
eigenvalue λx is
〈
{3xi − αx
′
i − βx
′′
i }
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
, the eigenspace of A′X which corresponds to the eigenvalue
λx is
〈
{3x′i − α
′x′′i − β
′xi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
, and the eigenspace of A′′X which corresponds to the eigenvalue λx
is
〈
{3x′′i − α
′′xi − β
′′x′i}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
. The claim for D is similar.
Lemma 15, together with Remark 1 and Corollary 2, implies that any eigenspace of C ∈ {AX , AX′, AX′′}
and an eigenspace of D ∈ {AY , AY ′ , AY ′′} intersect at a subspace of dimension ℓ/9. This gives rise
to the following lemma.
Lemma 16. Every pair of a matrix C from CX and a matrix D from CY are simultaneously diago-
nalizable. Furthermore, C2 and D2 are simultaneously diagonalizable as well.
Proof. Let S1, S2, and S3 be the eigenspaces of C, let S4, S5, and S6 be the eigenspaces of D, and
note since C and D are diagonalizable, we have that S1+S2+S3 = S4+S5+S6 = F
ℓ
q. According to
Corollary 2, for any i ∈ [3], we have that dim(Si∩S4) = dim(Si∩S5) = dim(Si∩S6) = ℓ/9. Therefore,
since S4 + S5 + S6 = F
ℓ
q, it follows that Si contributes exactly ℓ/3 mutual linearly independent
eigenvectors of C and D. Since S1 + S2 + S3 = F
ℓ
q, it follows that there exists ℓ mutual linearly
independent eigenvectors of C and D, and hence they are mutually diagonalizable.
Now, since C and D are simultaneously diagonalizable, it follows that there exists an invertible
matrix P , and diagonal matrices E and F , such that C = P−1EP and D = P−1FP . This implies
that C2 = P−1E2P and D = P−1F 2P , and therefore, since the square of a diagonal matrix is a
diagonal matrix, it follows that C2 and D2 are simultaneously diagonalizable as well.
Lemma 17. If C and D are ℓ×ℓ simultaneously diagonalizable matrices with no mutual eigenvalues,
then C −D is invertible.
Proof. Let p0, . . . , pℓ−1 be a basis of mutual eigenvectors of C and D. Clearly, for all i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ−1}
we have that pi(C−D) = piC−piD = λi,1pi−λi,2pi = (λi,1−λi,2)pi, where λi,1, λi,2 are the eigenvalues
which correspond to pi. Since λi,1 6= λi,2, we have that pi ∈ Im(C −D). Therefore, since p0, . . . , pℓ−1
is a basis, we have that C −D is invertible.
The following lemma shows that it is possible to unite the (A,S)-sets CX , CY which were con-
structed using different matchings that satisfy the pairing condition (Definition 3), as long as a simple
condition regarding the chosen constants λx, λy is met.
Lemma 18. If λ6x 6= λ
6
y, then CX ∪ CY satisfies the subspace condition.
7We omit the notations of λx, λy for convenience.
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Proof. Note that the invariance, independence, and nonsingular properties which involve matrices
and subspaces from one matching follow immediately from Lemma 14. It remains to prove the
cases of the invariance property and the nonsingular property which involve matrices from different
matchings.
To prove the invariance property, let S ∈ {SX , SX′, SX′′} and D ∈ {AY , AY ′ , AY ′′}. According
to Corollary 2, Remark 1, and Lemma 15, all eigenspaces of D intersect with S at a subspace of
dimension ℓ/9. Since the eigenspaces of D are disjoint and span the entire space, it follows that S
contains a basis of eigenvectors of D. Therefore, SD = S. A similar proof holds if S ∈ {SY , SY ′, SY ′′}
and D ∈ {AX , AX′ , AX′′}.
It remains to prove Conditions 1,2 and 3 of the nonsingular property. To prove Condition 1, let
C ∈ {AX , AX′ , AX′′} and D ∈ {AY , AY ′, AY ′′}. By Lemma 16, we have that C and D are simulta-
neously diagonalizable. Moreover, according to Lemma 12, the eigenvalues of C are λx, γ1λx, γ2λx, and
the eigenvalues ofD are λy, γ1λy, γ2λy. Since λ
6
x 6= λ
6
y, we have that {λx, γ1λx, γ2λx}∩{λy, γ1λy, γ2λy} =
∅. Hence, Lemma 17 implies that rank(C − D) = ℓ, which implies Condition 1 of the nonsingu-
lar property. Condition 2 also follows similarly - by Lemma 12 we have that the eigenvalues of
C2 are λ2x, γ1λ
2
x, γ2λ
2
x, the eigenvalues of D
2 are λ2y, γ1λ
2
y, γ2λ
2
y, and since λ
6
x 6= λ
6
y, it follows that
{λ2x, γ1λ
2
x, γ2λ
2
x} ∩ {λ
2
y, γ1λ
2
y, γ2λ
2
y} = ∅ (see Lemma 25 in Appendix C). Hence, Lemma 17 implies
that rank(C2 −D2) = ℓ, which implies Condition 2 of the nonsingular property.
As for Condition 3, let Ai, Aj, At be matrices in the (A,S)-set, which correspond to at least two
distinct matchings. Recall that 
 I I IAi Aj At
A2i A
2
j A
2
t


is invertible if and only if
(A2t −A
2
i )− (A
2
j − A
2
i )(Aj − Ai)
−1(At − Ai)
is invertible (see the proof of Lemma 14). W.l.o.g assume that Ai and Aj correspond to different
matchings, and so do Ai and At. According to Lemma 16, we have that Ai commutes with Aj and
At. Hence,
(A2t −A
2
i )− (A
2
j − A
2
i )(Aj − Ai)
−1(At − Ai) =
(At + Ai)(At − Ai)− (Aj + Ai)(Aj −Ai)(Aj − Ai)
−1(At − Ai) =
(At + Ai)(At −Ai)− (Aj + Ai)(At − Ai)
Multiplying from the right by (At − Ai)
−1, which exists by Condition 1, yields,
(At + Ai)− (Aj + Ai) = At − Aj
which is invertible by Condition 1.
5.3 Construction of Matchings for Three Parities
In this subsection we present a set of matchings {Xi}i∈[m] such that any two satisfy the pairing
condition, and construct the resulting (A,S)-set. Recall that each vertex in the complete 3-unifrom
hypergraph K3ℓ is represented by a unique unit vector of length ℓ. For convenience, we describe
this set of matchings by considering vertex ei as the integer i in its ternary representation. The
construction of a proper set of matchings relies on the following definition, which is the three parity
equivalent of Definition 5.
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Definition 7. Given an integer i ∈ [m] and a value b ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the ternary cube C(i, b) is the set
of all length m vectors over {0, 1, 2} that have b in entry i. That is,
C(i, b) , {x ∈ {0, 1, 2}m | xi = b} .
For convenience, we consider the elements in a ternary cube as ordered according to the lexicographic
order (see Example 3 below).
Example 3. If m = 3 then the ternary cube C(2, 2) is the set {v1, . . . , v9} such that
(v1, . . . , v9) = (020, 021, 022, 120, 121, 122, 220, 221, 222).
Definition 8. For any m ∈ N, define m matchings {X = (Xi, X
′
i, X
′′
i )}i∈[m] as follows
Xi :


Xi = C(i, 0)
X ′i = C(i, 1)
X ′′i = C(i, 2).
Lemma 19. The matchings from Definition 8 satisfy the pairing condition.
Proof. Let Xi = (Xi, X
′
i, X
′′
i ),Xj = (Xj, X
′
j , X
′′
j ) be two distinct matchings. To show that these
matchings satisfy the pairing condition, we must show that any edge from Xi is contained in either
of Xj , X
′
j, X
′′
j . Let (xt, x
′
t, x
′′
t ) be an edge in Xi for some t ∈ [ℓ/3]. By Definition 8, we have that
xt, x
′
t, and x
′′
t have the same value in every entry other than entry i, and (xt)i = 0, (x
′
t)i = 1, and
(x′′t )i = 2. Hence, the j-th entry of xt, x
′
t, and x
′′
t is equal, and hence {xt, x
′
t, x
′′
t } is contained in either
of Xj , X
′
j, X
′′
j as required. The other direction is symmetric.
We conclude with the following theorem.
Theorem 3. If m is a positive integer, and q is a prime power such that
1. if q is odd, then 3|q − 1 and q ≥ 6m+ 1,
2. if q is even, then 3|q − 1 and q ≥ 3m+ 1,
then there exists an explicitly defined (A,S)-set C1 of size 3m and 3
m × 3m matrices over Fq, which
satisfies the subspace condition.
Proof. Let {Xi = (Xi, X
′
i, X
′′
i )}i∈[m] be the set of matchings from Definition 8, which by Lemma 19
satisfies the pairing condition (Definition 3). Let {λi}i∈[m] be any set of distinct nonzero elements of
Fq such that λ
6
i 6= λ
6
j for any i 6= j. Notice that the existence of such set is guaranteed in fields of
either odd or even characteristic. The former is due to q ≥ 6m + 1, where the latter is due to the
fact that λ6i = λ
6
j if and only if λ
3
i = ±λ
3
j , which implies λ
3
i = λ
3
j in fields with even characteristic,
and thus q ≥ 3m+ 1 suffices. For any Xi, i ∈ [m], define the code
CXi = {(AX(λi), SX), (AX′(λi), SX′), (AX′′(λi), SX′′)}
as defined in Lemma 14, and let C1 , ∪i∈[m]CXi. Notice that in C1, Condition 3 of the nonsingular
property might involve matrices from three different matchings, rather than two, as was considered
in the proof of Lemma 18. However, the proof of Condition 3 in Lemma 18 requires two pairs of
matrices among {Ai, Aj, At} to belong to distinct matchings, in order for the resulting 3× 3 matrix
to be invertible. This requirement is trivially satisfied also when considering matrices from three
different matchings. Hence, since the pairing condition is satisfied, and since λ6i 6= λ
6
j for all i 6= j, it
follows by Lemma 18 that C satisfies the subspace condition.
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6 An Improved Construction over a Larger Field
In this section, a construction with r = 3 and k = (r + 1)m = 4m is presented. This construction
requires a field larger than the one in Section 5, yet still linear in m. This construction is comparable
to [15] in terms of the parameter k, but outperforms it in terms of explicitness and field size. As
in [15], the construction considered in this section is not access-optimal, and is not known to achieve
the sub-packetization bound. The ideas behind the construction follow the outline described in
Section 3.
6.1 A Code from One Matching
A matching Z = (Z,Z ′, Z ′′) will provide an (A,S)-set of size r + 1 = 4, denoted by
(AZ , SZ), (AZ′, SZ′), (AZ′′, SZ′′), (AZ∗ , SZ∗).
As in Section 5, we assume that 3|q − 1 in order to have three roots of unity of order 3, denoted
by 1, γ1, γ2. The matrices in this construction are of the form P
−1AP , where A was defined in (23).
The matrices P , as in (9), consists of constituent 3× ℓ matrices which are defined using the following
operator N . For u, v, w ∈ Fℓq, let
N(u, v, w) ,

1 1 11 γ2 γ1
1 γ1 γ2



uv
w

 =

 u+ v + wu+ γ2v + γ1w
u+ γ1v + γ2w

 . (31)
Notice that the 3 × ℓ matrix N(u, v, w) is row equivalent to a matrix whose rows are u, v, w, since
N(u, v, w) is defined as the multiplication of a matrix whose rows are u, v, w by a Vandermonde
matrix (since γ21 = γ2 and γ
2
1 = γ2).
Lemma 20. If {ui}
ℓ/3−1
i=0 ∪ {vi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0 ∪ {wi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0 is a basis of F
ℓ
q, then the matrix P
−1AP , where
P ,


N(u0, v0, w0)
...
...
...
N(uℓ/3−1, vℓ/3−1, wℓ/3−1)

 ,
has
〈
{ui}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
as an eigenspace for the eigenvalue 1,
〈
{vi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
as an eigenspace for the eigenvalue
γ1, and
〈
{wi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
as an eigenspace for the eigenvalue γ2. In addition, the subspace
〈
{ui + vi + wi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
is an independent subspace.
Proof. According to Lemma 12, the matrix P−1AP , where the rows of P are p0, . . . , pℓ−1, has the
following eigenspaces.
1. For the eigenvalue 1, a basis of the eigenspace is
{p3i + p3i+1 + p3i+2 | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1}} =
{(ui + vi + wi) + (ui + γ2vi + γ1wi) + (ui + γ1vi + γ2wi) | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1} =
{3ui + (1 + γ1 + γ2)vi + (1 + γ1 + γ2)wi | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1} = {3ui}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
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2. For the eigenvalue γ1, a basis of the eigenspace is
{p3i + γ1p3i+1 + γ2p3i+2 | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1}} =
{(ui + vi + wi) + γ1(ui + γ2vi + γ1wi) + γ2(ui + γ1vi + γ2wi) | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1} =
{3vi + (1 + γ1 + γ2)ui + (1 + γ1 + γ2)wi | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1} = {3vi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
3. For the eigenvalue γ2, a basis of the eigenspace is
{p3i + γ2p3i+1 + γ1p3i+2 | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1}} =
{(ui + vi + wi) + γ2(ui + γ2vi + γ1wi) + γ1(ui + γ1vi + γ2wi) | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1} =
{3wi + (1 + γ1 + γ2)ui + (1 + γ1 + γ2)vi | i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1} = {3wi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
In addition, by Lemma 12 we have that
〈
{ui + vi + wi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
is an independent subspace.
Similarly, we have the following claim about matrices of the form P−1A2P .
Lemma 21. If {ui}
ℓ/3−1
i=0 ∪ {vi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0 ∪ {wi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0 is a basis of F
ℓ
q, then the matrix P
−1A2P (where P
was defined in Lemma 20) has
〈
{ui}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
as an eigenspace for the eigenvalue 1,
〈
{wi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
as an
eigenspace for the eigenvalue γ1, and
〈
{vi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
as an eigenspace for the eigenvalue γ2. In addition,
the subspace
〈
{ui + vi + wi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
is an independent subspace.
Proof. According to Lemma 20, for each i, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ/3− 1, we have that
ui · P
−1A2P = ui · (P
−1AP ) · (P−1AP )
= ui · (P
−1AP ) = ui
wi · P
−1A2P = wi · (P
−1AP ) · (P−1AP )
= γ2wi · (P
−1AP ) = γ22wi = γ1wi
vi · P
−1A2P = vi · (P
−1AP ) · (P−1AP )
= γ1vi · (P
−1AP ) = γ21vi = γ2vi.
To see that S ,
〈
{ui + vi + wi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
is an independent subspace of P−1A2P , recall that by
Lemma 20, we have that S is an independent subspace of P−1AP , namely, S + S(P−1AP ) +
S(P−1A2P ) = Fqℓ . Since the minimal polynomial of A is x
3 − 1, we have that P−1A4P = P−1AP .
Hence,
S + S(P−1A2P ) + S(P−1A4P ) = S + S(P−1A2P ) + S(P−1AP ) = Fℓq,
and therefore S is an independent subspace of P−1A2P as well.
Recall that the matching Z consists of the edges {{zi, z
′
i, z
′′
i }}
ℓ/3−1
i=0 . The following invertible
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matrices are used in the construction.
PZ ,


N(z0 + z
′
0 + z
′′
0 , −z
′
0, −z
′′
0 )
...
...
...
N(zℓ/3−1 + z
′
ℓ/3−1 + z
′′
ℓ/3−1, −z
′
ℓ/3−1, −z
′′
ℓ/3−1)


PZ′ ,


N(−z′′0 , −z0, z0 + z
′
0 + z
′′
0 )
...
...
...
N(−z′′ℓ/3−1, −zℓ/3−1, zℓ/3−1 + z
′
ℓ/3−1 + z
′′
ℓ/3−1)


PZ′′ ,


N(−z′0, z0 + z
′
0 + z
′′
0 , −z0)
...
...
...
N(−z′ℓ/3−1, zℓ/3−1 + z
′
ℓ/3−1 + z
′′
ℓ/3−1, −zℓ/3−1)


PZ∗ ,


N(z0, z
′′
0 , z
′
0)
...
...
...
N(zℓ/3−1, z
′′
ℓ/3−1, z
′
ℓ/3−1)


Definition 9. For a matching Z = (Z,Z ′, Z ′′) and any distinct nonzero field elements λZ , λZ′, λZ′′,
and λZ∗, let
AZ , λZ · P
−1
Z APZ , SZ , 〈Z〉 =
〈
{zi}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
AZ′ , λZ′ · P
−1
Z′ APZ′, SZ′ , 〈Z
′〉 =
〈
{z′i}
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
AZ′′ , λZ′′ · P
−1
Z′′APZ′′, SZ′′ , 〈Z
′′〉 =
〈
{z′′i }
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
AZ∗ , λZ∗ · P
−1
Z∗ APZ∗ , SZ∗ ,
〈
{zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i }
ℓ/3−1
i=0
〉
.
In the following we show that in a large enough field, there exists a choice of field elements
λZ , λZ′, λZ′′, λZ∗ such that the (A,S)-set in Definition 9 satisfies the subspace property, and this
choice can be done efficiently. Our choice will satisfy that λZ′ = λZ ·h, λZ′′ = λZ ·h
2, and λZ∗ = λZ ·h
3
for some h ∈ F∗q . A suitable value of h and λZ will be chosen at the end of the proof of the following
theorem.
Theorem 4. If q is large enough (yet independent of m), then there exists a choice of values
λZ , λZ′, λZ′′, λZ∗ such that the (A,S)-set from Definition 9 satisfies the subspace condition.
Proof. By Lemma 20, we have the following table.
Table 3: Eigenspaces of AZ , AZ′, AZ′′ , and AZ∗ .
Eigenspace for λ Eigenspace for λγ1 Eigenspace for λγ2 Independent subspace
AZ , λ = λZ SZ∗ SZ′ SZ′′ SZ
AZ′, λ = λZ′ SZ′′ SZ SZ∗ SZ′
AZ′′, λ = λZ′′ SZ′ SZ∗ SZ SZ′′
AZ∗ , λ = λZ∗ SZ SZ′′ SZ′ SZ∗
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and hence, the independence and the invariance properties hold.
To show the nonsingular property, assume for now that h is chosen such that every distinct λ1, λ2
in {λZ , λZ′, λZ′′, λZ∗} = {λZ , λZ · h, λZ · h
2, λZ · h
3} satisfy λ61 6= λ
6
2. Notice that this requirement
implies that h6, h12, h18 6= 1. A specific choice of h which satisfies this condition, as well as additional
conditions that will emerge in the sequel, will be shown at the end of this proof.
We first show that the difference between any two matrices is of full rank. We show that AZ−AZ′
is of full rank, and the rest of the cases, which are similar, are given in Appendix A. Notice that
z′′i (AZ − AZ′) = (λZγ2 − λZ′)z
′′
i
(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )(AZ − AZ′) = (λZ − λZ′γ2)(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )
zi(AZ − AZ′) = λZ (zi + (1− γ1)z
′
i + (1− γ2)z
′′
i )− λZ′γ1zi
= (λZ − λZ′γ1)zi + λZ(1− γ1)z
′
i + λZ(1− γ2)z
′′
i ,
which is equivalent to
 z′′izi + z′i + z′′i
zi

 · (AZ − AZ′) = λZ ·

 0 0 γ2 − h1− hγ2 1− hγ2 1− hγ2
1− hγ1 1− γ1 1− γ2

 ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 ,
and since 
 z′′izi + z′i + z′′i
zi

 =

0 0 11 1 1
1 0 0

 ·

ziz′i
z′′i


we may write

ziz′i
z′′i

 · (AZ − AZ′) , λZ ·

0 0 11 1 1
1 0 0


−1
· Φˆ(h) ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 . (32)
To show that zi, z
′
i, z
′′
i ∈ Im(AZ − AZ′) it suffices to show that det Φˆ(h) 6= 0. Since γ2 6= h
(otherwise, h6 = 1), it follows that det Φˆ(h) is nonzero if and only if
(1− hγ2) · (1− γ1) 6= (1− hγ2) · (1− hγ1),
which also follows easily from the fact that h6 6= 1.
To show that the difference between any two squares of matrices is of full rank, notice that by
Lemma 21, we have the following table.
Table 4: Eigenspaces of A2Z , A
2
Z′, A
2
Z′′ , and A
2
Z∗ .
Eigenspace for λ Eigenspace for λγ1 Eigenspace for λγ2 Independent subspace
A2Z , λ = λ
2
Z SZ∗ SZ′′ SZ′ SZ
A2Z′, λ = λ
2
Z′ SZ′′ SZ∗ SZ SZ′
A2Z′′, λ = λ
2
Z′′ SZ′ SZ SZ∗ SZ′′
A2Z∗ , λ = λ
2
Z∗ SZ SZ′ SZ′′ SZ∗
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We show that A2Z − A
2
Z′ is of full rank. The rest of the cases are similar, and are given
in Appendix B. Notice that
z′′i (A
2
Z − A
2
Z′) = (λ
2
Zγ1 − λ
2
Z′)z
′′
i
(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′) = (λ
2
Z − λ
2
Z′γ1)(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )
zi(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′) = λ
2
Z(zi + (1− γ2)z
′
i + (1− γ1)z
′′
i )− λ
2
Z′γ2zi
= λ2Z(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )− λ
2
Zγ2z
′
i − λ
2
Zγ1z
′′
i − λ
2
Z′γ2zi,
which may be written as

 z′′izi + z′i + z′′i
zi

 · (A2Z − A2Z′) = λ2Z

 0 0 γ1 − h21− h2γ1 1− h2γ1 1− h2γ1
1− h2γ2 1− γ2 1− γ1

 ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 , λ2Z · Ψˆ(h) ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 .
To show that zi, z
′
i, z
′′
i ∈ Im(A
2
Z−A
2
Z′) it suffices to show that det Ψˆ(h) 6= 0. Since γ1 6= h
2 (otherwise,
h6 = 1) it follows that det Ψˆ(h) is nonzero if and only if
(1− h2γ1) · (1− h
2γ2) 6= (1− h
2γ1) · (1− γ2),
which also follows easily from the fact that h6 6= 1.
To show that Condition 3 of the nonsingular property (i.e. that any 3× 3 block submatrix of the
non systematic part of the generator matrix is invertible, as mentioned at the beginning of Section 5),
we must show that the following matrices are invertible
V (Z,Z ′, Z ′′) ,

 I I IAZ AZ′ AZ′′
A2Z A
2
Z′ A
2
Z′′

 , V (Z,Z ′, Z∗) ,

 I I IAZ AZ′ AZ∗
A2Z A
2
Z′ A
2
Z∗


V (Z,Z ′′, Z∗) ,

 I I IAZ AZ′′ AZ∗
A2Z A
2
Z′′ A
2
Z∗

 , V (Z ′, Z ′′, Z∗) ,

 I I IAZ′ AZ′′ AZ∗
A2Z′ A
2
Z′′ A
2
Z∗

 .
Using elementary block row operations, we have that V (Z,Z ′, Z ′′) is invertible if and only if
I I I0 I (AZ′ − AZ)−1(AZ′′ − AZ)
0 0 (A2Z − A
2
Z′′)− (A
2
Z −A
2
Z′)(AZ − AZ′)
−1(AZ − AZ′′)


is invertible. Clearly, this matrix is invertible if and only if
L1 , (A
2
Z −A
2
Z′′)(AZ − AZ′′)
−1 − (A2Z − A
2
Z′)(AZ −AZ′)
−1
is invertible. Similarly, V (Z,Z ′, Z∗), V (Z,Z ′′, Z∗), and V (Z ′, Z ′′, Z∗) are invertible if and only if
L2 , (A
2
Z − A
2
Z∗)(AZ − AZ∗)
−1 − (A2Z −A
2
Z′)(AZ − AZ′)
−1
L3 , (A
2
Z − A
2
Z∗)(AZ − AZ∗)
−1 − (A2Z −A
2
Z′′)(AZ −AZ′′)
−1
L4 , (A
2
Z′ −A
2
Z∗)(AZ′ − AZ∗)
−1 − (A2Z′ −A
2
Z′′)(AZ′ − AZ′′)
−1
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are invertible. To show that L1, L2, L3, and L4 are invertible, we show that the image of each of them
contains zi, z
′
i, z
′′
i for all i ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ/3− 1}. Notice that by Table 4,
(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )L1 = (zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′′)(AZ −AZ′′)
−1 −
(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′)(AZ −AZ′)
−1
= (λ2Z − λ
2
Z′′γ2)(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )(AZ − AZ′′)
−1 −
(λ2Z − λ
2
Z′γ1)(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )(AZ − AZ′)
−1
ziL1 = zi(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′′)(AZ − AZ′′)
−1 − zi(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′)(AZ −AZ′)
−1 (33)
=
(
λ2Z(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )− λ
2
Zγ2z
′
i − λ
2
Zγ1z
′′
i − λ
2
Z′′γ1zi
)
(AZ − AZ′′)
−1 −(
λ2Z(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )− λ
2
Zγ2z
′
i − λ
2
Zγ1z
′′
i − λ
2
Z′γ2zi
)
(AZ − AZ′)
−1
z′iL1 = z
′
i(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′′)(AZ − AZ′′)
−1 − z′i(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′)(AZ −AZ′)
−1 =
= (λ2Zγ2 − λ
2
Z′′)z
′
i(AZ − AZ′′)
−1 −(
λ2Z′(γ2 − γ1)zi + (λ
2
Zγ2 − λ
2
Z′γ1)z
′
i + λ
2
Z′(1− γ1)z
′′
i
)
(AZ − AZ′)
−1,
which can be written as
zi + z′i + z′′izi
z′i

L1 = λ2Z

1− h4γ2 1− h4γ2 1− h4γ21− h4γ1 1− γ2 1− γ1
0 γ2 − h
4 0

 ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ − AZ′′)−1
+ λ2Z

 1− h2γ1 1− h2γ2 1− h2γ11− h2γ2 1− γ2 1− h2γ2
h2(γ2 − γ1) γ2 − h
2γ1 h
2(1− γ1)

 ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ − AZ′)−1 (34)
, λ2Z

U1,1(h) ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ −AZ′′)−1 + U1,2(h) ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ −AZ′)−1

 .
Notice that the values of
ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ − AZ′)−1,

ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ − AZ′′)−1
may easily be computed from (32) and the equivalent equation for (AZ − AZ′′). Inspecting (32), we
observe that
λ−1Z · Φˆ(h)
−1 ·

0 0 11 1 1
1 0 0

 ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 =

ziz′i
z′′i

 · (AZ −AZ′)−1,
and hence we may write 
ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ −AZ′)−1 = λ−1Z C(h)−1 ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 .
for some matrix C(h) which depends only on h. Similarly,
ziz′i
z′′i

 (AZ − AZ′′)−1 = λ−1Z D(h)−1 ·

ziz′i
z′′i


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for some matrix D(h) which depend only on h. Therefore, (34) can be rewritten as
zi + z′i + z′′izi
z′i

L1 = λZ (U1,1(h)D(h)−1 + U1,2(h)C(h)−1) ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 , λZΥ1(h) ·

ziz′i
z′′i

 ,
where Υ1(h) is a 3× 3 matrix whose entries are functions of h. Note that since any entry in U1,1(h),
U1,2(h), C(h) and D(h) is a polynomial of degree at most 6 in the variable h, it follows that any
entry in Υ1(h) is a rational function (that is, a division of polynomials) in h, in which the degree
of the enumerator and denominator polynomials is some small constant8. Similarly, it can be shown
that there exist Υ2(h),Υ3(h),Υ4(h), which correspond to L2, L3, L4, whose entries are divisions of
polynomials in h of small constant degree. To show that Condition 3 is satisfied, it suffices to show
that detΥi(h) 6= 0 for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. A proper field constant h, for which non of these determinants
vanish and h6, h12, h18 6= 1, can be found by denoting
detΥi(h) =
Qi,1(h)
Qi,2(h)
,
and considering the polynomial
Q(h) , (h6 − 1)(h12 − 1)(h18 − 1)
4∏
i=1
(Qi,1(h) ·Qi,2(h)) .
Clearly, if q > degQ+ 1, a nonzero h such that Q(h) 6= 0 can be found by polynomial factorization,
and since degQ is constant, the proof is complete.
This theorem showed that a single matching provides an (A,S)-set of size four, satisfying the
subspace property, over a field of constant size. In the next subsection it will be shown that by
taking q to be at least linear in m, (A,S)-sets from different matchings, that satisfy the pairing
condition in pairs, may be united without compromising on the subspace property.
6.2 A Code from Two Matchings
In this subsection it is shown that (A,S)-sets that were constructed from different matchings may
be united, as long as the pairing condition holds. In the remaining part of this subsection, let
X = (X,X ′, X ′′),Y = (Y, Y ′, Y ′′) be two matchings which satisfy the pairing condition, and let the
resulting (A,S)-sets be as in Definition 9:
CX , {(AX , SX), (AX′, SX′), (AX′′, SX′′), (AX∗ , SX∗)}
CY , {(AY , SY ), (AY ′, SY ′), (AY ′′ , SY ′′).(AY ∗ , SY ∗)}.
The required values of λX , λY which are involved in the definition of these (A,S)-sets will be discussed
in the sequel.
Lemma 22. If C ∈ {AX , AX′, AX′′ , AX∗} and D ∈ {AY , AY ′ , AY ′′ , AY ∗}, then C and D are simulta-
neously diagonalizable. Furthermore, C2 and D2 are simultaneously diagonalizable.
Proof. Follow the exact outline of the proof of Lemma 16.
8This may be easily seen as a result of the well-known formula M−1 = adjM/ detM , where adjM is the adjoint
(or adjucate) matrix of M .
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Recall that the definition of an (A,S)-set from a single matching involved the choice of two field
constants λZ and h. In what follows we use the same h for all matchings, and choose proper distinct
values for the constants which correspond to λZ . The next lemma is required for the construction.
Lemma 23. If λX and λY are two nonzero field elements such that λ
6
Y /∈ {λ
6
X , λ
6
Xh
±6, λ6Xh
±12, λ6Xh
±18}
and
λ1 ∈{λX , λX′, λX′′ , λX∗} ={λX , λXh, λXh
2, λXh
3},
λ2 ∈ {λY , λY ′ , λY ′′ , λY ∗} = {λY , λY h, λY h
2, λY h
3},
then
{λ1, λ1γ1, λ1γ2}∩{λ2, λ2γ1, λ2γ2} =∅,
{λ21, λ
2
1γ2, λ
2
1γ1}∩{λ
2
2, λ
2
2γ2, λ
2
2γ1} =∅.
Proof. We first show that λ61 6= λ
6
2. Assume for contradiction that λ
6
1 = λ
6
2. By the definition of λ1
and λ2, there exists i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} such that λ1 = λX · h
i and λ2 = λ
2
Y · h
j . Since λ61 = λ
6
2, it
follows that λ6X · h
6i = λ6Y · h
6j, and hence λ6Y = λ
6
X · h
6(i−j). Since i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} it follows that
6(i− j) ∈ {0,±6,±12,±18}, and therefore λ6Y ∈ {λ
6
X , λ
6
Xh
±6, λ6Xh
±12, λ6Xh
±18}, a contradiction.
Now, if {λ1, λ1γ1, λ1γ2} ∩ {λ2, λ2γ1, λ2γ2} 6= ∅, then there exists i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that λ1γ
i
1 =
λ2γ
j
1, and hence, λ
6
1 = λ
6
2, a contradiction. Similarly, if {λ
2
1, λ
2
1γ2, λ
2
1γ1} ∩ {λ
2
2, λ
2
2γ1, λ
2
2γ1} 6= ∅, there
exists i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that λ21γ
i
1 = λ
2
2γ
j
1, and hence, λ
6
1 = λ
6
2 as well, a contradiction.
Lemma 22 and Lemma 23 enable an easy choice of field elements, which induce distinct eigenvalues
for the simultaneously diagonalizable matrices that correspond to distinct matchings. These distinct
eigenvalues, together with the simultaneous diagonalizable matrices, will assist the proof of the
following lemma, from which the construction will follow.
Lemma 24. If the field constants λX , λY satisfy
λ6Y /∈ {λ
6
X , λ
6
Xh
±6, λ6Xh
±12, λ6Xh
±18},
then CX ∪ CY satisfies the subspace condition.
Proof. Since each of CX and CY satisfies the subspace condition separately, we are left to show the
parts of the nonsingular property and the invariance property which involve matrices and subspaces
from different matchings.
To prove the invariance property, for any C ∈ {AX , AX′ , AX′′ , AX∗} and any T ∈ {SY , SY ′, SY ′′ , SY ∗}
we must show that TC = T . Let S1, S2, S3 ∈ {SX , SX′ , SX′′, SX∗} be the eigenspaces of C. It follows
from Corollary 2 that dim(Si ∩ T ) = ℓ/9 for all i ∈ [3]. Therefore, since S1 + S2 + S3 = F
ℓ
q, it follows
that there exists a basis t1, . . . , tℓ/3 of T in which all vectors are eigenvectors of C. Hence, for all
i ∈ [ℓ/3] we have that tiC ∈ T , and thus TC = T . The inverse case, where C ∈ {AY , AY ′, AY ′′ , AY ∗}
and T ∈ {SX , SX′ , SX′′, SX∗}, is symmetric.
To prove the nonsingular property, let C ∈ {AX , AX′, AX′′ , AX∗} and D ∈ {AY , AY ′, AY ′′ , AY ∗}.
According to Definition 9, the eigenvalues of C are λC , λCγ1, and λCγ2 for some
λC ∈ {λX , λXh, λXh
2, λXh
3},
and similarly, the eigenvalues of D are λD, λDγ1, and λDγ2 for some
λD ∈ {λY , λY h, λY h
2, λY h
3}.
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By Lemma 23, and since λ6Y /∈ {λ
6
X , λ
6
Xh
±6, λ6Xh
±12, λ6Xh
±18}, it follows that
{λC , λCγ1, λCγ2}∩{λD, λDγ1, λDγ2} =∅
{λ2C , λ
2
Cγ2, λ
2
Cγ1}∩{λ
2
D, λ
2
Dγ1, λ
2
Dγ1} =∅,
that is, C and D have no eigenvalue in common, and C2 and D2 have no eigenvalue in common.
Since Lemma 22 implies that C and D are simultaneously diagonalizable, and so are C2 and D2, it
follows by Lemma 17 that C −D and C2 −D2 are invertible.
We are left to prove that any 3×3 block submatrix is invertible. Let Ai, Aj, Ak be three matrices
from CX ∪ CY such that Ai and Aj are not from the same matching, and so are Ai and Ak. Recall
that, as in the proof of Theorem 4, the matrix
 I I IAi Aj Ak
A2i A
2
j A
2
k


is invertible if and only if
L , (A2i − A
2
k)(Ai −Ak)
−1 − (A2i −A
2
j )(Ai − Aj)
−1
is invertible. Notice that by Lemma 22 Ai and Aj are simultaneously diagonalizable, and hence they
commute. In addition, so are Ai and Ak. Therefore,
L = (A2i −A
2
k)(Ai − Ak)
−1 − (A2i − A
2
j )(Ai −Aj)
−1
= Ai + Ak − Ai + Aj = Ak − Aj,
and hence L is invertible.
We conclude in the following theorem, in which Q is the polynomial which was mentioned in the
proof of Theorem 4.
Theorem 5. If q > max{42m, degQ} + 1, and {Xi = (Xi, X
′
i, X
′′
i )}
m
i=1 is the set of matchings from
Definition 8, then the (A,S)-set C2 , ∪
m
i=1CXi satisfies the subspace condition.
Proof. Since q > degQ + 1, it follows that there exists h ∈ F∗q such that Q(h) 6= 0. Therefore,
by Theorem 4, we have that the (A,S)-sets CXi satisfy the subspace condition separately. Since
q > 42m + 1, the field elements {λXi}
m
i=1 may be chosen such that every λXi, λXj satisfy λ
6
Xj
/∈
{λ6Xi, λ
6
Xi
h±6, λ6Xih
±12, λ6Xih
±18}, since the choice of any λXi excludes the choice of at most 42 other
field elements, which constitute the roots of 7 polynomials of degree 6. Notice that a proper set
{λXi}
m
i=1 may be found explicitly using a simple iterative algorithm that maintains a feasible set
of elements - in each iteration it arbitrarily chooses the next element λXi from it, and removes all
elements e which satisfy e6 ∈ {λ6Xi, λ
6
Xi
h±6, λ6Xih
±12, λ6Xih
±18}.
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Appendix A
To show that AZ −AZ∗ is of full rank, notice that
z′i(AZ − AZ∗) = (λZγ1 − λZ∗γ2)z
′
i
z′′i (AZ − AZ∗) = (λZγ2 − λZ∗γ1)z
′′
i
zi(AZ − AZ∗) = λZ (zi + (1− γ1)z
′
i + (1− γ2)z
′′
i )− λZ∗zi
= (λZ − λZ∗)zi + λZ(1− γ1)z
′
i + λZ(1− γ2)z
′′
i (35)
Since λZγ1 6= λZ∗γ2 and λZγ2 6= λZ∗γ1, we have that z
′
i, z
′′
i ∈ Im(AZ − AZ∗). Therefore, it follows
from (35) that zi ∈ Im(AZ − AZ∗), since λZ 6= λZ∗.
To show that AZ − AZ′′ is of full rank, notice that
z′i(AZ − AZ′′) = (λZγ1 − λZ′′)z
′
i
(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )(AZ − AZ′′) = (λZ − λZ′′γ1)(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )
zi(AZ − AZ′′) = λZ (zi + (1− γ1)z
′
i + (1− γ2)z
′′
i )− λZ′′γ2zi
= λZ(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )− λZγ1z
′
i − λZγ2z
′′
i − λZ′′γ2zi (36)
Since λZγ1 6= λZ′′ and λZ 6= λZ′′γ1, we have that z
′
i, zi+z
′
i+z
′′
i ∈ Im(AZ−AZ′′). Therefore, it follows
from (36) that λZγ2z
′′
i + λZ′′γ2zi ∈ Im(AZ −AZ∗). To show that zi, z
′
i, z
′′
i ∈ Im(AZ −AZ′′) it suffices
to show that λZγ2 6= λZ′′γ2, which also follows from λ
6
Z 6= λ
6
Z′′.
To show that AZ′ − AZ′′ is of full rank notice that
zi(AZ′ −AZ′′) = (λZ′γ1 − λZ′′γ2)zi
(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )(AZ′ −AZ′′) = (λZ′γ2 − λZ′′γ1)(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )
z′i(AZ′ −AZ′′) = λZ′ ((γ2 − γ1)zi + γ2z
′
i + (γ2 − 1)z
′′
i )− λZ′′z
′
i
= λZ′γ2 (zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )− λZ′γ1zi − λZ′z
′′
i − λZ′′z
′
i (37)
Since λZ′γ1 6= λZ′′γ2 and λZ′γ2 6= λZ′′γ1, we have that zi, zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i ∈ Im(AZ − AZ′′). Therefore,
it follows from (37) that λZ′z
′′
i + λZ′′z
′
i ∈ Im(AZ − AZ∗). To show that zi, z
′
i, z
′′
i ∈ Im(AZ − AZ′′) it
suffices to show that λZ′ 6= λZ′′, which also follows from λ
6
Z′ 6= λ
6
Z′′ .
To show that AZ′ − AZ∗ is of full rank notice that
zi(AZ′ − AZ∗) = (λZ′γ1 − λZ∗)zi
z′′i (AZ′ − AZ∗) = (λZ′ − λZ∗γ1)z
′′
i
z′i(AZ′ − AZ∗) = λZ′ ((γ2 − γ1)zi + γ2z
′
i + (γ2 − 1)z
′′
i )− λZ∗γ2z
′
i
= λZ′(γ2 − γ1)zi + (λZ′γ2 − λZ∗γ2)z
′
i + λZ′(γ2 − 1)z
′′
i (38)
Since λZ′γ1 6= λZ∗ and λZ′ 6= λZ∗γ1, we have that zi, z
′′
i ∈ Im(AZ′ − AZ∗). Therefore, it follows
from (38) that z′i ∈ Im(AZ′ −AZ∗), since λZ′γ2 6= λZ∗γ2.
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To show that AZ′′ −AZ∗ is of full rank notice that
zi(AZ′′ − AZ∗) = (λZ′′γ2 − λZ∗)zi
z′i(AZ′′ − AZ∗) = (λZ′′ − λZ∗γ2)z
′
i
z′′i (AZ′′ − AZ∗) = λZ′′ ((γ1 − γ2)zi + (γ1 − 1)z
′
i + γ1z
′′
i )− λZ∗γ1z
′′
i
= λZ′′(γ1 − γ2)zi + λZ′′(γ1 − 1)z
′
i + (λZ′′γ1 − λZ∗γ1)z
′′
i (39)
Since λZ′′γ2 6= λZ∗ and λZ′′ 6= λZ∗γ2, we have that zi, z
′
i ∈ Im(AZ′′ − AZ∗). Therefore, it follows
from (39) that z′i ∈ Im(AZ′′ −AZ∗), since λZ′′γ1 6= λZ∗γ1.
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To show that A2Z −A
2
Z∗ is of full rank, notice that
z′i(A
2
Z − A
2
Z∗) = (λ
2
Zγ2 − λ
2
Z∗γ1)z
′
i
z′′i (A
2
Z − A
2
Z∗) = (λ
2
Zγ1 − λ
2
Z∗γ2)z
′′
i
zi(A
2
Z − A
2
Z∗) = λ
2
Z(zi + (1− γ2)z
′
i + (1− γ1)z
′′
i )− λ
2
Z∗zi
= (λ2Z − λ
2
Z∗)zi + λ
2
Z(1− γ2)z
′
i + λ
2
Z(1− γ1)z
′′
i (40)
Since λ2Zγ2 6= λ
2
Z∗γ1 and λ
2
Zγ1 6= λ
2
Z∗γ2, it follows that z
′
i, z
′′
i ∈ Im(A
2
Z −A
2
Z∗). Therefore, (40) implies
that zi ∈ Im(A
2
Z − A
2
Z∗), since λ
2
Z 6= λ
2
Z∗.
To show that A2Z − A
2
Z′′ is of full rank notice that
z′i(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′′) = (λ
2
Zγ2 − λ
2
Z′′)z
′
i
(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′′) = (λ
2
Z − λ
2
Z′′γ2)(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )
zi(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′′) = λ
2
Z(zi + (1− γ2)z
′
i + (1− γ1)z
′′
i )− λ
2
Z′′γ1zi
= λ2Z(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )− λ
2
Zγ2z
′
i − λ
2
Zγ1z
′′
i − λ
2
Z′′γ1zi (41)
Since λ2Zγ2 6= λ
2
Z′′ and λ
2
Z 6= λ
2
Z′′γ2, it follows that z
′
i, zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i ∈ Im(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′). Therefore, (41)
implies that λ2Zγ1z
′′
i + λ
2
Z′′γ2zi ∈ Im(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′′). Hence, to have that zi, z
′
i, z
′′
i ∈ Im(A
2
Z − A
2
Z′), it
suffices to show that λ2Zγ1 6= λ
2
Z′′γ2, which is implied by λ
6
Z 6= λ
6
Z′′.
To show that A2Z′ − A
2
Z′′ is of full rank notice that
zi(A
2
Z′ − A
2
Z′′) = (λ
2
Z′γ2 − λ
2
Z′′γ1)zi
(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )(A
2
Z′ − A
2
Z′′) = (λ
2
Z′γ1 − λ
2
Z′′γ2)(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )
z′i(A
2
Z′ − A
2
Z′′) = λ
2
Z′ ((γ1 − γ2)zi + γ1z
′
i + (γ1 − 1)z
′′
i )− λ
2
Z′′z
′
i
= λ2Z′γ1(zi + z
′
i + z
′′
i )− λ
2
Z′γ2zi − λ
2
Z′z
′′
i − λ
2
Z′′z
′
i (42)
Since λ2Z′γ2 6= λ
2
Z′′ and λ
2
Z′γ1 6= λ
2
Z′′γ2, it follows that zi, zi+ z
′
i+ z
′′
i ∈ Im(A
2
Z′ −A
2
Z′). Therefore, (42)
implies that λ2Z′z
′′
i + λ
2
Z′′m
′
i ∈ Im(A
2
Z′ − A
2
Z′′). Hence, to have that mi, m
′
i, m
′′
i ∈ Im(A
2
Z′ − A
2
Z′′), it
suffices to show that λ2Z′ 6= λ
2
Z′′, which is implied by λ
6
Z 6= λ
6
Z′′.
To show that A2Z′ − A
2
Z∗ is of full rank notice that
zi(A
2
Z′ − A
2
Z∗) = (λ
2
Z′γ2 − λ
2
Z∗γ1)zi
z′′i (A
2
Z′ − A
2
Z∗) = (λ
2
Z′ − λ
2
Z∗γ2)m
′′
i
z′i(A
2
Z′ − A
2
Z∗) = λ
2
Z′ ((γ1 − γ2)zi + γ1z
′
i + (γ1 − 1)z
′′
i )− λ
2
Z∗γ1z
′
i
= λ2Z′(γ1 − γ2)zi + (λ
2
Z′γ1 − λ
2
Z∗γ1)z
′
i + λ
2
Z′(γ1 − 1)z
′′
i (43)
42
Since λ2Z′γ2 6= λ
2
Z∗γ1 and λ
2
Z′ 6= λ
2
Z∗γ2, it follows that zi, z
′′
i ∈ Im(A
2
Z′ −A
2
Z∗). Therefore, (43) implies
that m′i ∈ Im(A
2
Z′ − A
2
Z∗), since λ
2
Z′γ1 6= λ
2
Z∗γ1.
To show that A2Z′′ −A
2
Z∗ is of full rank notice that
zi(A
2
Z′′ − A
2
Z∗) = (λ
2
Z′′γ1 − λ
2
Z∗)zi
z′i(A
2
Z′′ − A
2
Z∗) = (λ
2
Z′′ − λ
2
Z∗γ1)z
′
i
z′′i (A
2
Z′′ − A
2
Z∗) = λ
2
Z′′ ((γ2 − γ1)zi + (γ2 − 1)z
′
i + γ2z
′′
i )− λ
2
Z∗γ2z
′′
i
= λ2Z′′(γ2 − γ1)zi + λ
2
Z′′(γ2 − 1)z
′
i + (λ
2
Z′′γ2 − λ
2
Z∗γ2)z
′′
i (44)
Since λ2Z′′γ1 6= λ
2
Z∗ and λ
2
Z′′ 6= λ
2
Z∗γ1, it follows that zi, z
′
i ∈ Im(A
2
Z′′ − A
2
Z∗). Therefore, (44) implies
that z′′i ∈ Im(A
2
Z′ − A
2
Z∗), since λ
2
Z′′γ2 6= λ
2
Z∗γ2.
Appendix C
Lemma 25. For nonzero constants λx, λy in Fq, if λ
6
x 6= λ
6
y then
{λx, γ1λx, γ2λx} ∩ {λy, γ1λy, γ2λy} = ∅.
Proof. For any i, j ∈ [3], let λxγ
i
1 ∈ {λx, γ1λx, γ2λx} and λyγ
j
1 ∈ {λy, γ1λy, γ2λy}. Since γ1 is a root
of unity of order 3, if λxγ
i
1 = λyγ
j
1, then (λxγ
i
1)
6 = (λyγ
j
1)
6, and hence λ6x = λ
6
y, a contradiction.
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